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$465 BILLION DEBT LIMIT

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1972

U.S. SENATh,
, COMMIxiE ON FINANCE,

'The coinmittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:10 p.m., in room 2221,
New Senate Office Building, Senator Russell B. Long (chairman),"
presiding.

Present: Sefnators Long, Anderson, Talmadge, Hartke, Fulbright,
Ribicbff, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia, Nelson, Bennett, Jordan of Idaho,
Fannin, Hansen, and Griffin.

ThkC( Au1wx. The committee hearing will come to order.
Today, we will receive testimony on H.R. 16810, the public debt bill

with rigid expenditure ceiling. There is little controversy concerning
title I of the bill which would provide -a temporary increase in the
debt limitation of $65 billion from November 1, 1972, through
June 30, 1973-a $15-billion increase over the present temporary
ceiling.:

_There' is considerable controversy, however, over title II of the -bill
Which Would provide a $250-billion limitation on the level of budget
outlays and lending in fiscal 1973.

Frankly, I do not believe the Congress is likely to abdicate its re-
sp onsibility over spending programs by giving the President a blank
check to cut any appropriations which the Congress has enacted and
whfch the President has signed into law. Furthermore, the charge that
the Congress has been irresponsible with the President's budget re-
quest cannot stand up in the face of the facts. Through September 30,
1972, the House cut the administration's appropriations requests for
fiscal 1973 by $6.3 billion, while the Senate cut them by $2.5 billion.

It is anticipated that when all appropriations bills are enacted, there
will be P+ reduction in budget authority of some $5 billion from the
President's appropriaf.ion request and a reduction in budget outlays
of apProximately $1 billion.

However, because of certain increases in legislative bills with man-
datory spending authorizations, it is possible that the total outlays
provided by the Congress and signed by the President will exceed the
rigid $25-billion ceiling. Ninety percent of this overage in budget
outlays for fiscal 1973 falls on three items, one of which-general
revenue sharing-is a retroactive payment due to a postponement of
congressional action.

The three items are general revenue sharing, $3.3 billion; black lung.
benefits, $1 billion; and the increase in social security benefits, $2.1
billion. General revenue sharing was in the President's budget; how-

l 1 (1)



everbecause it was not passed until October 1972, and was made retro-
* active, half of the programed fiscal 1972 outlays will be made in fiscal1973."

Thus, even though the revenue-sharing on Iey had been budgeted
in both the fiscal 1972 and fiscal 1973 budgets, because of the postpone-
ment in enacting the program, the fiscal year 1973 budget.will show
an increase in outlays ovet theibulget request of s6mie $22 billion. The
other two items were passed.by Congress and signed into law by-the
President.

The irony of the situation is that because of the retroactive feature
of revenue sharing, which was sought by the administration; and the
social security increase and black lung benefits bill, the President
will be in the position of having to outback his own budget, requests
even though for the most part they had already, been cut by the
Congress,
SWewIl include in the printed record "a copy of the iAl, H.R. 16810,
as referredd to the Committee on Finance and a staff memorandum
dealing with the public debt and the expenditure ceiling.

(The material referred t follows:)"

/



F H. R., 16810

IN TIM SENATE OF TIE UNITED STATES

OcronER 11,1972
Read twico and referwd to the Committee on Finance

AN ACT
To provide for a temporary iierease'in the public debt limit

and to place a limitation on expenditures and net lending
for the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1973.

I1 Be it enacted by as Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 TITLE I-TEMPORARY INCREASE IN THE

4 PUBLIC DEBT LIMIT

5 SEC. 101. During the period beginning on November 1,

6 1972, and cndiig on June 30, 1973, the public debt limit

7 set forth in the first sentence of section 21 of theSecond

8 Liberty Bond Act (31 U.S.C. 757b) shall be temporarily

9 increased by $65,000,000,000.
II



2 NYr IEXD1)INO( I O! I8(!AL 1973

3 S1v. 201 (a) Ixlieidii i3r.s atid nlet lending during tile

4 l 6cal .year ending Jiue '030, 1973, wonder tle budget of

5 the United Shii(!A Goveromellt i1rnll not exceed

6 $250,000,00 0906)O.

7 (b) The Pr'sildcnt slmtll, uiotwidlistanding the provi-

8 "4ons of auiy otliher law, reS6.rve froni expenditure and net

9 lendilng, froil alIpropriatiolis or' otler obligational autiority

10, heletofore hreaftei'uindc available, such :amounts as may

11 be ueceszary to effectuate the provisins of Subsection (a)

12 (ei) i tile adminiiistri,,tioi of any )rogram as to which-

13 (1) the amount of vxpcuidititres is limited piursunnt

14 to su!hseclon (a), and
15 (2) the allocation, grnt, apportionment, or other

16 distribution of funds among recipients is required to be

17 determined loy pplivationi of a formula involving the

18 amuniiit appropriattd or otherwise made available for

19 (list riblition,

20 thle aluioulit available for oligailii (as determined by- the

21 PIesident) shll be substitllied for the anounit appropriated

22 or othvwise milade available ini the application of the

23 formula..

BEST AVAILABLE COPY



IkITA, It -30'N~tCOMAt T, TO IRI41,VII"VW (),I'll-

2 ATIONOF BI.),JII 'l.,NI X l) T) IECom-

3 MINI) PII)( II)I' II. .s FOR I MIAIO(V(NO CON-

4 tlI.~~IONA L ("OXTO 1 ()V I il)'(IEllI AlY

.5 0 T'1'I, Y A N 1) IV( -' E A T ( )T.\ IS

6 )4"c'. . i3l. (a) 'I'l er is Ivi, ily .v l ldivli'dsil *iit . i vmn-

7 ilttee Coml~oed.f ilirly Imvinhl er's Inlp)(i~leld 11s follows:

8 (1) se*\ell m l ller-s frill tile ( 'llil l ee oil ways

9 and M[enus of flie'1loil.e of Repres~eint livC4, a~p(iinted

10 "by tle Speaker (,f the 1tile; "

11 (2) seven members from tiIe ('ooitmltee on Ap-

12 propritiolIs of (lit Ihtolie of lepl(,reeiitat8ives, ,- l )oiiited

13 Iy i(e Speaker (if lw 1eI [su'" ,

14 (3) onel afililiotial Mv~liliher 4ifdie l]louse of Rep'l-

15 reseutauives. a ll'il'd by (Ilit Speaker of Ile ][olve;

16 (4) seven IIuuller' of lt ("lmulitite, oI FiIamie,

17 of tie Sewmll , e. ppoimut'd 6y Jil h]-tdrvil p1') tpr nlieO'eV

18 of the Senate;

19 (5) 'seven members of the Committee on Appro-

20 priatlions of the Senate, appointed by the President pro

21 tempore of tle. Senate; and

22 (6) one additional Member of- the Senate, ap-

23 pointed by the IPresident pro teinpore of the Senate.

84-914-72-2
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1 (b) The joiA committee created by subsection (a)

2 shall make a full study wid review of-,

3 (1) the procedures wlieh should lie adopted by the-

4 Congress for the purpose of improving congressional

5 control of budgetary outlay and tI(e(CIpt totals, including

6 procedures for establishiig and mnihitainig an overall

7. view of each year's budgetary outlays which is fully

8 coordinated wilh an overall view of the anticipated

9 revenues for that year, and

10 (2) the operation of the limitation oni expenditures

11 and net lending imposed by section 201 of this Act for

12 the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1973.

13 The joint committee shall report the results of stlICh study

14 and review to the Speaker of the 1Iouso of., ReprselitatIves

15 and to the President pro (empore of the Senade, not later

16 thmn February 15, 197"I

17 ( t) ( rh) 'rho chairman of, the joint committee e shall lie

18 selected by the members of the joint committee.

(2) The joint committee is authorized to appoint such

20 staff, and- tq request such assistance from th.e existing. staffs

1 of the Congress, as may be necessary to carry out the pur-

2 poses of this section.

3 (d) The joint committee shall cease to exist at the close

4 of the first session of the Ninety-third Congress.

Passed the House of Representatives October 10, 1972.

Attest: W. PAT JENNINGS,
Clerk.



-Cctober 1, 1972

To: Membersof the Committee on Finance

ora- RhobertA. Best,

Subjects Publik Debt, Expenditure Ceiling Bill (H. R. 16810)

. -PRESENT LAW,

The pOrmaneit dpbt limitation, under present law is $400 billion.
Thete I also ai additional limitation of $50 billion until
October 31., 172, providing an overall limitation of $450 billion, effective
through October 31o, 197Z.

. HOUSE BILL. -Title Ii. Public Debt

The House bill would provide for a temporary debt limitation of $65
billion rom Noyember It 1972 through ;une 30, 1973, a $15 billion in-
crease Ove the present'temporary ceiling for an eight-month period. The
permanent limitation would' contipus at $400 billion.

STitle llp Expenditure Coi-lin. -- The House bill would provide a $150
billlof llmitation obh the level of budget outlays and net lending In fiscal
19173, There are no exceptions to this limitation for any agency or program.
The Pre'sldetitis given 4uthority as to where the reductions are to be made
to conform with the $Z50 billion expenditure ceiling..

Title 1I1, Joint Committee to Review Budget Ceiling. -:.Ttte 1U of
It. R, 16810 would& etabllh a'Joint committee of thirty members appointed
by thiSpeaker ol the House and the President pro termpore of the Senate
asfollows:

' (1! 7 members frorr .he Committee on Wuys and Means
of the House;

(2) 7 mothers from the Appropriations Committee of
the House;

(3) 7 members from the Committee on Finance of tht Senate;

(4) 7 members from the Appropriations Committee of
the, Senate;

(5) Z additional members, one from the House, the other
from the Senate, appointed by the Speaker of the House
and the President pro tempore of the Senate, respectively.

Th isjoint committee would bo mandated to make a study of (1) the
procedures which should be adopted for the purpose of improving Congr.ts-
sional control'of budgetary outlays and receipts, and (2) the operation of

t



the $?50 billion expenditure ceiling for fiscal year 1973.

The Chairman of the joint committee would be iellcted by the
nrembers. There Is provision to appoint necessary staf'ahd to draw

upon existing staffs of the Congress.

The joint committee would terminate at the close of the first session
of the ninety-third Congress.

111. BUDGET REVIEW AND CUTLCCK",

The following table indicates that the January budget submissions
for both fiscal years 197Z and 1913 estirmated very.large:budget deficits.
In other words, the deficits were "planned" or at least anticipated in the
January budget submissions. The actual results in fiscal 172 show a
reduction in the planned or anticipated deficits. The current estimate for
fiscal 1973 also indicates a reduction in the planned deficit;.'

Table 1--Summary of-Change in Budget Receipto.and Cutlays,
byFund Group

(P'iscal years'; in billions of dollars)

1972
Januaz'y June

estimate" estimate Actual
Federal funds:

Reftipts
cutlays

Deficit (-)

Trust funds:
Receipts
Cutlays

Surplus

Unified budget
Receipts
Outlays'

1973.
January June
estimate estimate

Current
estimate

137.8 147. 1 1418 5. . 152. 6 155.6
182.5 179.3 177.7 18618 190.4 188.0

- '44.7 .- 32.2 -28.9 " 36'e.2 -37.S.• -32.4

73.% 73.o 72.9 83.2 8 3.6t 82.6
67.2 67.0 67.0 72. 5 72, a. 75.2Z
5.9 6. 5'.9 10.7 Ib.8 7.4

197.8
236. 6

207.0 Z08;6 "ZZ0. 8' 2 2.3.0
233.0 231.6 146.3 :250. 0"

z2i5.0
250.0

Deficit (-) - 38. 8 - 6.0 - 43.0 -25.5, -27.0

Notet Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.

Source: Cffice of Management and the Badget.

-25.0
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,cOiOJ £s1s16N L A¢TICNS (AND INACTIONS) AFr'CTING
liUDET IN-FISCAL YFARS .272 and J973

-The Joint Committee on Redd~tion of Federal R4enditures regul ily
publishes estimals Of how chgressional actions aect the original
January budget'eStimates. The following information Is taken from their
latest scprekeeping report: -

FISCAL YEAR, 1972.

Net total-budget estimates
submitted January 14, 1972
(revised) 1/

June 5 Revision as $ise-
quently Amended

Actual net totals ai enacted
by Congress And reported by'
Treasury

Net effect of C ngressidbal
actions and inactions

Budget
Authority
(obliga- .

tiqnal &
net lend;
in5.

250.0

247. 1

247.5

- 3.8'

Budget
Cutlays
(Expendi-
tures &
net lend-
ing)

236.6

233.0

231.6

-2.9

Budget Budget
Receipts Deficits

197.8 -38.8

207.0 -26.0

208.6 -23.0',

2.7

I/ The original budget submilslons for fiscal 1972 were submitted in January
1971. At that time the estimates were as follows; Budget authority $.49.0
billion, budget outlays, $229.2 billion, and budget receipts $117. 6 billion. --

Thus; in the fiscul 1972 budget, 'Congress actually reduced the administra-
tion requests for budget authority by $3. 8 billion and for budget outlays by $2. 9billion. However, a large part of this reduction in outlays ($2.2 billion) was
due to the postponement in enacting general revenue sharing. This postpone-
ment of outlays to fiscal 1973 will have a large effect on the proposed ceiling,
as will be seen.

Fiscal 1973.-. Proposed Ceiling. -- The proposed ceiling of $?50 billion
affects outlays in fiscal 1973 not obligational authority. - Current outlay estluiates
exceed the propsed ceiling by $6. 9 billion, as shown in the following table:

Iv.
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Cutlay estimates injb.llions

Original outlay estimate, January, 3972 246.2

Amendments to 1973 budget transmitted to date + 2.9

Congressional action to date 4 7.)

Other revisions +06 -

Current-Outlay Estimate 256.9

Outlay reductions needed to reach $Z50 billion ceiling - 6.9

It would appear from the above table that Congress has increased outlays

in fiscal 1973 by $7. 1 billion. This is misleading and preliminary.

Tie reasons why it is misleading are as follows:

ApproPriations Bills.-- In actions on appropriations bills through
September 30, 1972, the House has cut budget requests for outlays by $2. )
billion, while the Senate increased budget outlays by $0. i billida.n/ 'et, be-
ciuse the appropriation bill in which both Houses made the largest cut
(Dlefense) has not been enacted into law, the net total of enactedapprooriations
bills shows a slight increase of $328 million. It is anticipated that when all
appropriations bills are enacted, there wilt be a reduction ii budget outlay
of about $1 billion, and a reduction in budget authority by $5 billion. j/

Z/ On budget authority, the House cut budget requests by $6.3 billion and 'the
Senate cut budget requests by $1. 5 billion.

3/ The anticipated net reduction in budget authority of $5.047 billion is made
up as follows:

Reductions Increases'

Defense $ 5.0 billion Labor, HIEW $ . 850
Foreign Aid .750 Misc. 0ll other) . 102
Military Construc-

tion .250

Total Reductions $6.000 billion Total Increases S. 952

Net Reductionsa$ 5.047

Legislative Bills with Spending Authorization. -- Ninety percent of
the apparent increase in budget outlays by the Congress for' fiscal 1973 falls
on three items, one of which--general revenue sharing-.is a retroactive pay-
ment due to a postponement of Congressional action. The three items are
general revenue sharing ($3. 3 billion), black lung benefits ($1.0 billion), and the
increase in social security benefits ($2. 'A billion). General revenue sharing was
in the President's budget. However, because it was not passed until Cctober,
1973, and was made retroactive, half of the programed fiscal 1972 outlays will
be made in fiscal 1973. Thus, even though the revenue sharing money had been
budgeted in both the fiscal 1977. and fiscal 1973 budgets, because of thq post-
ponement in enacting the program, the .fjscal year 1973 budget will show an
increase in outlays over the budget request of some $2. 2 billion. The other two
items wore passed by Congress and signed into law by the President.



The CjAmmAX. Our leadoff witness this afternoon is Senator Roth,
the principal author of the spending ceiling. After Senator Roth we
will hear from the Honorable George P. Shultz Secretary of the
Treasury, and the Honorable Casper Weinberger, director o the Of-
fice of Management and Budget.

Senator Roth, you may begin your statement or stmimarize it in
brief as you see fit.

We know you are fresh from a major victory on HI.R. 1 and we will
be pleased to have your views on your subject.

STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM V. ROTH, IR., A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF DELAWARE

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee.

I greatly appreciate this opportunity to appear before you as you
consider the pending legislation to raise the ceiling on our national
debt limitation.My prepared statement will be short and speaks to the hotly debated

call for a tight lid on Federal outlays in this current fiscal year. This
measure seems particularly germane to the debt ceiling bill for it is
the overall impact of expenditures and the net outflows in the loan
accounts that produce the Treasury's need to borrow. This will be the
third time in 1972 that Congress las acted to adjust thc debt limit.
simply because our Federal expenditures continue their inexorable
rise.

I have offered several measures for expenditure controls in the Sen-
ate since my able predecessor, John Williams, retired 2 years ago. His
example is ono I am happy to follow.

Last November I offered an amendment to the Revenue Act to hold
fiscal year 1972 outlays to $229.3 billion. It lost in the Senate by only
seven votes. And then in March of this year I continued this hrust
with an amendment to the debt ceiling, leveling outlays -at $246.3
billion. Though a modified version of my language was accepted,
further language left the amendment with a floating lid which would
have failed to impose the necessary fiscal discipline I feel is so in-
portant. The conferees in March rejected the Senate language, a move
which I supported, since inclusion of the amended language would
have been illusory and ineffective.

And then, on September 11, I offered my latest proposal-S. 3977-

which called for a no-holes ceiling.on fiscal year 1973 outlays at $250
billion. The bill's earlier companion, S. 3123, was cosponsored bY
49 other Senators, including eight members of this committee and both
the maorit y and minority leaders..

The language of this bill, S. 2977, is identical to title II of the louse
bill, H.R. 16810, which passed on a rollcall of 221 to 163 last night.
This tight discipline successfully withstood the challenge of a weak-
ening amendment offered by Chairman Mahon. So it is perfectly clear
that the House has not only endorsed the idea but has had the oppor-
tunity to reject a less stringent alternative.

I am here, then, to ask this distinguished committee to approve
title II, for it seems to me the only honest way to approach exponidi-
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ture controls. After all, it is total spending, regardless of its control-
ability, that affects our total debt requirements.

I might add here that I heartily endorse the House action which
includes in title III authorizations for a Joint Committee on Budget
Policy. It is high time we began looking pros ectively for new and
better ways to tighten up Congress' control of the Executive's pro-
posed budget this year.

Mr. Chairman, I won't take long, but I would like to quickly touch
on what, I believe to be four compelling reasons for this spending
ceiling:

First, the Federal budget has not really served the meaning of the
word. By the very nature of our political process, the budget is simply
a guess at revenues and outlays.

I have a table here that I would like to insert in the record which
shows that in the 20 years since fiscal year 1954 we have overspent
the estimate 16 times, Taken together with the shortfall in receipts-
table I, the total impact hns been a series of deficits-$91.5 billion
more than was originally planned.

(The table referred to follows:)
TABLE I.-VARIATIONS IN ORIGINAL BUDGET PROJECTIONS (EXPENDITURES)

[in billions of dollars]

Original
expenditure Actual

Fiscal year estimates expenditures Difference

1954 ......................----------- -66.3 70.9 4.6
1955 -------------------------------------------- 65.4 64.4 -1.0

1956--------------- ----------------- ---------------- 216. .1956 ..................---------.----------------............ 62.1 66.2 4.11957 .................. ............................................. 64.6 69. 0 4.4
1958 ............................................................. 71.2 71.4 .2

1959 ............................................................ 73.6 80.3 6.7
1969 ------------------------------------------------------------ 76.3 76.5 .2
1961 ....................-------------------- _-------_-------- 79.1 81.5 2.4
1962------------------------------------------ ------------- 80.9 87.8 6.9
1963 --------------------------- ------------------------ - 92.5 92.6 .1

1964 ............................................................. 98.8 97.7 -1.1
1965 ------------------------------------------------------------ 97.9 96.5 -1.4
1966 -------------------------- ------------------------------ 9".7 107.0 7.3
1967 .................................... .......... 112.8 125.7 12.9
1968 ............................................................. 135.0 143.1 8.1

1969 ............................................................ 186.1 184.6 -1.5
1970 ............................................................. 195.3 196.6 1.3
1971 ............................... ............................. 200.8 211.4 10.6
£972 ............................................................ 229.2 231.6 2.4
1913 ............................................................. 246.3 1250.0 13.7

4

Total ...................................................... 2,333.9 - 2,404.8 +70.9

a Latest estimates, through Aug. 4, 1972,

Source: Office of Management and Budget.

TABLE 1.-VARIATIONS IN- ORIGINAL BUDGET PROJECTIONS (RECEIPTS)

[In billions of dollars

Original
receipt Actual

Fiscal year estimates receipts Differesice

1954 .............................................................
1955 .............................................................
1956 ............. ..................... ..... .....
1957 ..............................................
1958 ......... .....................................

70.3
62.5
59.7
65.0
73.1

69.7
60.2
67.8
70.6
68.6

-. 6
-2.3

8.1
5.6

-4.5
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TABLE II.-VARIATIONS IN ORIGINAL BUDGET PROJECTIONS (RECEIPTS)-Continued

(in billions of dollars]

Original
receipt Actual

Fiscal year estimates receipts Difference

1959 ............................................................. 74.0 67.9 -6.1
1960 ............................................................ 76.4 77.8 1.4
1961 ............................................................. 83.3 77.7 -5.6
1962 ............................................................. 82.3 81.4 -. 9
1963 .............................................................. 93.0 86.4 -6.6
186.9 89.5 2.6

93.0 93.1 .1
1966 ...........---------------------- - -........ 94.4 104.) 10.3
1967 ..............------------ "--.....-"-....... -111.0 115.8 4.8
1968 ........................ . :... .. .... . ... " .. .. . 126.9 114.7 -12.2

1969 ............................................................. 178.1 187.8 9.7
1970 ............................................................. 19&7 193.7 -5.0
1971 ............................................................. 202.1 1 , 4 -13.7
1972 ............................................................. 217.6 208 6 -9.0
1973 ............................................................. 220.7 '223.0 2.3

Totals ..................................................... 2.269.0 2,247.4 -21.6

1 Lastest estimates.
Source: Office of Maragement and Budget

These would be unacceptable in any private enterprise and when we
realize that proportionately higher spending and lo wer receipts have
magnified those deficits in recent years, can we reasonably expect fiscal
year 1973 to be different if we do not impose this measure of
self-discipline?

This brings me to my second point. As Federal deficits continue to
rise, the American public places less and less confidence in the desire
or ability of the Congress to achieve a sensible balance between fiscal
stimulation and restraint. The most recent fiscal year, with its roller-
coaster record of predictions and actualities, is a perfect example. We
have given the administration authority to manage the economic sta-
bilization program which calls for sacrifices throughout the private
sector, yet to date Congress has shown no inclination to follow suit.
Rightly or wrongly, if an uncontrollable Federal budget spells infla-
tion to the average businessman or consumer, his behavior will natu-
rally subvert the objectives of phase IT and perhaps lead to a longer
and more painful phase III.

(Table III follows:)
TABLE Ill.-BALANCES IN FEDERAL FUNDS, UNIFIED BUDGET, AND

DEBT, AND DEBT INTEREST, 1963-73
(In billions of dollars

FULL EMPLOYMENT, LEVELS OF FEDERAL
INCLUSIVE

Full- Total gross
Federal Unified employment Federal debt Total debt

Fiscal year funds budget budget at Dec. 31 Interest

1963 ................................. -- 6.5 -4.8 +4.4 310.8 9.2
1964 ................................. -- 8.6 -5.9 +2.1 316.8 9.8
1965 ................................. -- 3.9 -1.6 +2.4 323.2 10.3
1966 ................................. - 5.1 -3.8 -6.1 329.5 11.3

1967 ................................. -15.0 -8.7 -10.6 341.3 12.6
1968 ....................... . -28. 4 -25.1 -25.2 369.8 13.7
1969 ............................... -- 5.5 +3.2 0 367.1 11.8
1970 ................................. - -13.1 -2.8 +2.6 382.6 18.3

1971 ................................. -- 30.2 -23.2 -3.2 409.5 19.6
1972 ................................. -28.9 -23.0 -3.6 1455.8 21.8
1973- ............................... -41.3 -34.2 -3.0 493.1 22.1

E Estimates.
Source: Ofice of Management and Budget.

84-914--72----8



Setting this example of a firm ceiling at $250 billion seems hardly
sacrificial on our part. With outlays at that level, we will still be run-
ning a tified deficit of some $25 billion and a Federal funds deficit
close to $32 billion. With our domestic economy returning slowly to
normalcy, an exemplary action by the Congress could well restore pri-
vate confidence in our public decisionmaking. We have all seen what
happened in the height of 1969's inflation. Counterproductive as it was,
people increased their savings even -though their dollars would buy
less in another year, businesses canceled plans for expansion an-d theslowdown helped produce an aggravating and tragic situation of un-
employment. It seems to me little enough to ask Congress and the ad-
ministration to hold to a sensible spending guideline when we are ask-
ing auto makers, supermarkets, doctors, machinists, schoolteachers and
housewives alike to adhere to current controls.

Third, our inflationary problem does not stop at the U.S. border.
Our deteriorating trade deficit has been caused in part by America's
inability to compete in world markets. I cannot pretend to be an ex-
pevrt on international economic problems but the figures really speak
for themselves.

A fourth table here shows the widening import-export gap. We used
to enjoy a healthy surplus, particularly in manufactured goods, but as
the factor inputs of these products-labor and raw materials-have
become more expensive, our surplus has turned to a festering deficit.

(The tables referred to follow:)



TABER IV

RCHANDISE EXPORTS AND IMPORTS
The trade balance on a seasonally adjusted basis worsened in June by $38 million, leaving a deficit of $590 million,
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[Millions of dollars-

Period

Monthly average:
1963 -------
1964 -------
1965 -------
1966-------
1967 -------
1968 -------1969 ....
1970._;_
1971....

1971: May---
June ...
July----
Aug-----
Sept-----

Nov_____
Dec ---

1972: Jan......
Feb ------

JA ---

4 Merchandise exports
Total (imclud-

ing Meepglrts)'

3, 847
3,626
3,293
3, 329
4,166
2, 774
3, 177
3, 999
3, 766
-3,723
4,250
3,812
4, 074
3, 942

Total 2

1, 845
2 123
2,201
2,421
2, 554
2, 802
3, 066
3, 502
3,576

Seasm it
AFis ad-
jueted

3, 776
8,662
3,493
3,678
4, 606
2,708
3,160
3, 858
4, 221
3,806
3,891
3,760
3,014
;, 905

Unad-
justed

1, 869
2, 1,53
2P 229
2458
2,586
2, 839
3, 111
3,555
3,629

3,907
3, 687
3, 338
3, 366
4, 220
2, 826
3, 221
4, 056
3,815
3,780
4,310
3,887
4,'143
4,015

- -I -ehadise imports .
Domestic exports

Food, Crude
bever- mate- Manu-
ages, rals fac-

and to- and tured
bacco fuels goods

349 315 1, 191
386 361 1,377
377 356 1, 453
432 367 1, 602
392 394- 1, 737
383 405 1,985
370 417 2,232-
422 558 2,445
423 537 2, 537

adjusted

423
395
385
384
586
294
395
636
506
485
426
396

550
546
468
515
586
394
471
644
567
527
611
567
565
557

'TotW ezdw Depatment of Defense shipmeAts of iant.-ald military sup-
plies and eqipment under the Mitary A Program.

STotsi ilude ommodtes and transactions not classified according to kind.
' Total arrvals of Imported goods other than intraSIt shipment.

2,785
2, 604
2 362
2, 353
2,934
2, 026
2,247
2, 738
2, 601
2, 032
3, 119
2, 754
2, 917
2, 762

General imports 3

Total 2 Food, Crudebevrt. mate-
Season-f gs.nl
a/ly ad- Uand- and to- and
jue' justed bacco fuels

----- 1,t428 322 ~396
- 1562- 335 419
------- 1,786 334 453

----2,135 382 476
---:- 2,241 392 447
------- 2,769 4 4 7  503

3,004 442- 533
93,329 545

3,797 534 606

3, 988

4,012
3,793
3, -9R8

W,'"379

;:$ 128

4,540
4P, 403
4,475
4,460
4,466
4,495

3,84
4,271
3, 693
3, 838
4, 246
3, 463
3, 522
4, 279
4, 280
4,177
4,844
4,248
4,722
4, 767

Unadjusted

520
59a
565'
616
714352
353
606
631
626
554
564
604
.614

607
605
629

-640

598
710
702
673
756
659
731
715

Mai
fa

tur
goo

2
, 1;
1, 3
1, 9

12.1
•2,5~

I Gros-
lmwohan-/dise trade

U- surplus,..
ed all ad-

572 441
759037

313 34 5
T19 70O:
18 107

159 226.
34 -168.

2, 591
2,888
2, 367'
2,462
2, 760
;, 414
2,454
2,-82, .
2, 820

3#-401
2, 918
3,254
3,306.

--212
--:-350
-300.

-261.
288

-f15.
-218
-270.
-19.
-598
-584
-699
-652
-4690-

No -Dats adjusted to Include silver ore and bullion reported seprMtely
prior to 199.

Source Department of CoWxam

a

t
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Parenthetically, too, the long-term success of our recent bold moves
to adhere to the parity of the dollar and freeze our remaining supply of
gold, depends on international confidence in the U.S. dollar. Foreign
central banks and exchange markets carefully watch our domestic eco-
nomic activities. Runaway Federal deficits can otily'erode our trading
partners' desire to hold dollars as a reserve currency, above and be-
yond their day-to-day needs. In the past 2 years foreigners have ac-
quired more than $30 billion in Treasury securities. Their desire to hold
that debt Instead of dedeeming it at maturity will depend on the health
and stability of our domestic economy.

Last, we all live with the haunting issue of tax increases. No other
action with which we deal receives as much attention from our con-
stituents, regardless of their wealth. I am sure this committee of ex-
perts is well acquainted with the most recent Brookings report on
national priorities. It contains a very clear message: Under.present
conditions, revenues will not be adequate to cover expenditures if the
Federal budget continues to grow at its current rate. •

I, for one, favor periodic review of our tax system but every tax
reform proposal I have seen recognizes that substantial revenue gains
cannot be achieved without tapping the vast majority of middle-income
Americans. It is the average workingman who will bear the brunt of
higher taxes and I, for one, will not sit idly by qnd spend us into this
quagmire. "Soak the rich" schemes simply will not produce the tax
dollars we will need if Federal spending rises $20-plus billion a year.
ITertainly think it is fantasy to imagine no increases in taxes next year
umless both the Congress and the administration get tough on spending,
startingright now.

Mr. Chairman, let me say in closing that I would happily support
a figure lower than $250 billion. If this committee should agree that
more belt tightening would be prudent, I would certainly work for
its passage on the floor. I have tried in the past, though, and not
succeeded.

I urge you, Mr. Chairman, to accept the House bill as it stands
and I willtry to answer any questions the committee may have con-
cerning the spending legislation.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, at this late hour in the session we are trying

to expedite the hearing and, therefore, I am going to ask each Senator
to limit his questioning to 10 minutes. I am going to ask the staff to
keep time for us. Further, I am going to suggest to Senators that it is
not necessary for them to ask questions of every witness, that they
restrain themselves insofar as they can to try to conclude this hearing
this afternoon. I think that it is time that we show further deference
to our junior members, so I am going to start at the far end of the
table.

Senator Nelson?
Senator NPLsoN. I will forgo asking any questions of this witnes.
The CuAmmAz. Senator Griffin
Senator GwFFiN. I don't have any questions but I certainly want to

commend our colleague from Delaware for taking the leadership in



)Iewe~nting this legislation and he is certainly demonstrating that he is
a worthy successor to our former colleague on this committee John
William's, who preached this philosophy and was very, very effective
in doing so; and I want to indicate that I will be strongly backing
the bill and I hope, like he does, that the Senate will follow the exam-
ple of the House.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator ByrdI
Senator BiD. Thank you. I commend Senator Roth and I have no

questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hansen I
Senator HANSrm. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fannin?
Senator FANNIX. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator RibicoffI
Senator RMICOFF. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Fulbright?
Senator FULBRIGHT. No questions.
Senator BENxNrr. We are upholding the tradition that we don't

question each other or ourselves, so I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you very much for your presentation, Sena-

tor. We will let you know whether we like your version or the version
that I offered on the floor last time when we get through.

Thank you vet much.
Senator RoTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. We will now hear from the Secretary of the

Treasury, the Honorable George Shultz. We are happy to have you
with us' and will you please give your statement.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE P. SHULTZ, SECRETARY OF THE
TREASURY

Secretary SiturTZ. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
Mr. Weinberger and I are appearing today in a sense of nrgency on
the subject of debt limitation on fiscal year 1973.

The temporary limit of $450 billion section 21 of the Second
Liberty Bond Act, as amended, will expire on October 31, 1972, At
that time, the debt subject to limitation will be approximately $437
billion, while, the permanent limit is only $400 billion. It is there-
fore necessary to have action on the debt limit before the Congress
adjourns.

As we requested, the House has approved a temporary limit of
$465 billion through June 30, 1973. Based upon our current estimates
that budget revenues for the fiscal year will continue to improve to
approximately $225 billion and that budget outlays are limited to
$250 billion, this should be sufficient to carry us through the fiscal
year.

But let me emphasize that $250 billion figure. We must limit our
outlays to $250 billion; and the only certain way is to include in the
biP before you the President's proposal for a spending ceiling.
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We are talking about a ceiling of a quarter of a trillion dollars
and the President's belief is that somehow we ought to be able to
get along on a quartet trillion dollars a year. If we make the effort,
We Call.

I believe we call succeed in this endeavor as well as -we have suc-
ceeded in the fight against inflation.

The recent international monetary meetings proved to me that the
performance of the U.S. economy has become the envy of the world.
Everybody speaks about it in terms of our strong rate of real growth
and our relatively low rate of inflation, unsatisfactory though that
rate may be.

The big question is, can we maintain this success. Can we maintain
strong, real growth and keep inflation declining? If we can, every
person in this Nation will benefit. If we cannot, every American will
stiffer.

If we have another flood of inflation caused by overspending, wage
increases will again be wiped out by price increases. Price hikes will
become the rule rather than the exception. We will find ourselves
right back in the same sort of fiscal and economic trouble that we had
in the late 1960's.

There is no reason for us to repeat that sorry performance. One
way to insure success rather than inflation is to do as the President
has done-bang on the table and call for an absolute spending ceiling.

The fact is, we. have-got to change the whole way of thinking in every
part of the Government, not only in the Congress but also in the ad-
ministration itself. The approach has to become 'fight and keep spend-
ing under control."

I have in the past weeks spoken to groups of business, labor, and
civic leaders from many parts of the country. I have found intense
public interest in the i(lea we are discussing here today. But I have
also found disbelief, a feeling we cannot do it; our record speaks
against us.The question most often asked of me at these meetings was this.
'What programs can "you cut out if Congress passes the spending
ceiling

- I have worked in many parts of Government. Before joining the
Treasury I served at OM'B which has more than a passing interest in
expenditures; and I told the questioners what I tell you now-"We
can hold the line everywhere; what we need is the will to act."

We need a get tough attitude, an awareness that every dollar we
spend comes from somebody's taxes. If we do not hold the line on ex-
penditures, we will not be able to hold the line on taxes.

Finally, let me say two things:
Fi r st, it is a financial necessity for your Government to have the debt

limit increased and extended; and, second and even more important,
l)erhaps, it is in the interest of every American to have the spending
ceiling enacted at the same time.

I urge prompt approval of the measure before you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
(Tables attached to Secretary Shultz' prepared statement follow:)



TABLE I.-PUBUC DEBV1JBJECT TO LIMITATION, FISCAL YEAR 1973-BASED ON ESTIMATED BUDGET OUTLAYS
OF $250,000,O00,000 AND RECEIPTS OF $225,000,000,000

1In billions]

WithOperating Public debt $3,0000,000
cash subject to margin for

balance , limitation contingencies

1972 ACTUALJune: 30- ............................... .. ........................

July:
17 .........................................................
28.........................................................
31..........................................................

August:
15.........................................
30..........................................
31 ............... .... .......................

September: 14 ....................................................

1972 ESTIMATED
September:

28 ... ..................................................
29..........................................................

October:
16 ........................................
30.................................... ..............
32.......................................

-November:
15 ............ ...............................

. .........................................................
30..................................'.............

December:
15 ..........................................................
29 ........................................................

1973 ESTIMATEDJanusr: .
IJ.*...... ..............................................
31..........................................................

February:
15 ........................................
27........................................
28..................................

March:
15 .........................................................
29..........................................................
30 ......................................................

April:
16..........................................................
30........................................................

May:
15 ........................................................
30 ......... ..........................................
31 .........................................................

June:
15.......................................................
2..........................................................

$10.1

6,2
9.6
9.0

2.1
4.6
5.0
1.9

$4286 ..............

432.3 ......
1437.0 ..........

433.7 ..............

434.8
'438.2

436.8
438 2

6 436 ..............
6 432 ..............

6 440 ..............
6 41 ..............
6 437 ..............

6 443 ....::--64 ......'.4...
6 441 ..............

6 447 ..............
6 445 ..............

6 '451
6 444

6 451
6 '542
6 449

6 457
6 1458
6 454

6 '461
6 451

6
6
6

1$454
447

454
1455

452

460
1461

457

t 464
454

461
1 465

461

'468
459

458
1 462

458

6 1465
6 456

I Peak level of month.

..............

..............

..............

.... ° ..... ....
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TABLE [I.-BUDGET RECEIPTS, OUTLAYS, AND SURPLUS OR DEFICIT (-) BY FUND

(In billionsl

Fiscal year-

Actual, 1971 Actual, 1972 Current, 1973

Recajts:-Feea f u nds .... . ....... .......... ....................... 22-9fm6

............. ................. .8 F885.
Deduct: Intragover'Wntalr ........................et... -11.6 -13.1 -13.2

Total unified budgLet............................... . 188. 4 208.6 225.0

"Trust funds ...................................... 59.4 61.0 75.2

Federal funds.......... ..................................... -163.7 171.7 188.9

Deduct: Intragovernmental outlays .............................. -11.6 -13.1 -13:Z

Total unified budget ........................................ 211.4 231.6 250.0

Budt surplus(+) or.deficit (-):rst funds ....................................... -- 6.8 +5.9 +7.4

Federal funds ................................................ -29.9 -28.9 -3 4

Total unified budget .............. .................. -23.0 -23.0 -25.0

Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury Office of Tax Analysis.

84-014-72----4



R eceipts ------------------------------------------------
O utlays ------------------------------------------------

Dfft of--- -t .e.e..t.r..fthe ........Ofic.o.Ta

Office of the Secretary of the Trezsury, Office of Tax Anslysi

TABLE Ill.-UNIFIED BUDGET RECEIPTS. OUTLAYS AND DEFICITS (-)

[in billions of dollars

Fiscal year 1972

Change Change
from from

January January June
1972 1972 June 1972

estimate estimate estimate estimate Actual

---.-- 197.8 +9.2 207.0 -+-1.6 208.6

------ 236.6 -3.6 233.0 -1.4 231.6

----- -38.8 +12.8 -26.0 +3.0 -23.0

S. Note: Figures are rounded and ma

Fiscal year 1973

Change Change
from from

January January June
1972 1972 June 1972

estimate estimate estimate estimate

220.8 +2.2 223.0 +2.0
246.3 +3.8 250.0 ------------

-25.5 -1.6 -27.0 +2.0

iy not necessarily add to totals.

Current
estimate

225.0
250.0

-25.0



TABLE IV.-COMPARISON OF FISCAL YEAR 1972 RECEIPTS AS ESTIMATED IN JANUARY 1972, JUNE 1972, AND ACTUAL (PRELIMINARY) JUNE 1972

Itn billions of dollars)

Change from January 1972 budget Change from June estimate Actualfiscal
January Economic June Economic year 1972

1972 and 1972 and (jpre-
budget reestimate Legislation Other Total estimate reestimate Legislation Other Total liminary)

Individual income tax ----------------------------- 86.5 +6.4 ------------ +1.5 +7.9 94.4 +0.4 ----------------------- +0.4 94.8
Corporation income tax ---------------------------- 30.1 +1.5 ----------------------- +L5 31.6 +.4 .---------------------+ .4 32.0
Employment taxes and contributions ----------------- 46.4 ------------ -- 0.1 ------------ . 1 46. 3 -. 1---------------------- . 1 46.1
Unempicyinent insurance -------------------------- 4.4 -. 1------------------- --- . 1 4.3 .1 ---------------------- .1 4.4
Contributions for other insurance and retirement ------ 3.4 +. ---------------- .------ +. 1 3.5 (2) ------------------------ (2) - 3.4
Excise taxes ------------------------------------- 15.2 ----------------------------------------------- 15.2 +-.3 ---------------------- +.3 15.5
Estate and gift taxes ------------------------------ 5.2 -. 1 . .-----------.-------- --- -. 1 5.1 +.3 ----------------------- +.3 5.4
Customs duties ---------- 3.2-----------------------3.2 () ---------------------------------- 3.(2 2!) ........................ 2 3.3
Miscellaneous receipts ---------------------------- 3.5 --------.------------------------------- 3.5 ---------------------- . 3.6

Total budget receipts ----------------------- 197.8 +7.8 .1 +1.5 +9.2 207.0 +1.6 ----------------------- +1.6 208.6
Underlying income assumptions, calendar year 1971:

GNP ---------------------------------------- 3 L047.0 ------------- ---------------------- 31,047.0 ------------------------------------ 1,050.0
Personal income ------------------------------ 3857.0 ----------------------------------------------- 3857.0 ------------------------------------- ----- 861.0
Corporate profits before tax -------------------- 185.0 ----------------------------------------------- 385.5 ------------------------------------------------ 83.0

I Change in capital gains tax estimate.
2 Less than $50 million.
3 Figures are consistent with pre-July 1972 Commerce figures.

Note: The figures are rounded and may not necessarily add to totals.
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.



TABLE V.--COMPARISON OF FISCAL YEAR 1973 RECEIPTS AS ESTIMATED IN JANUARY 1972, JUNE 1972. AND CKRENTLY

(in billions of doWkr.!

Change from January 1972 budget Change from Jum estimate

January Economic Economic
1972 and June 1972 and Current

budget reestimate Legislation Other Total estimate reestimate Legislation Other Total estimate

I dividual Incom e tax ..-------------------------- 93.9 + .I - z .-. S +1.6 95.5 + 3. - ------------- + & 5 99.0
Corporation inoom ax ---------------------------- 35.7 +.3 --- . 5. +.3 36.0 +.5-----------------------+3.5 35.5Employqwd taxes and contributios ---------------- 55.1 ------------ +. ------------ +.1 55.2 +.7 -1.6 --------- -.9 54.3Unemployment insurance ---------------- 5.0 - -------------------------------------- 5.0 -------- +.- --------- +. 5.1Contribtion for ode insurance and retirement-3.--..... +. I---------------------+. 1 3.7 ----""-----------.3.7

Ese taxes ------------------ 16.3 ------------------------------------------ 16.3------------- -. 1 ----------------. 162Estate amd gift taxes ------------------------------ 4.3 ------------------------------------------------------- 4.3 4.3tom ....................................- 2.8 +. I ---------------------. 2.9 -.---------------------------.----------------- 2.9Miellanous receipts ----------------------------- 4.1 ------------------------------------------------4.1 4.1 -------------.--- 1 4

Total budget receipts ---------------------- 220.8 +.6 +-.1 +15 +2.2 223.0 +346 -1.6 -+2.0 2.0
Underlying income assumptions, calendar year 1972: . ..... +202.

GNP ----------------------------- 1,145.0 ----------------------------------- 1,145.0 - ------------------------------------- 0
personal income ----------------------- 924.0 ------------------------------------------------ 2924.0 --------------.------------------------------ 936.0Corpote profits before tax ----- .------------------------------------------------ .------------------------------------------------- 97.0

'Gbango in capital gins tax estimate.'Figures are €oessteet with pre-July 1972 Commerce revision.. Note: The figures are rounded and may not necessarily add to totals.
Source: Office of the St of the Treasury, Office of Tax Analysis.



The OUAH A. Shall we hear from Mr. Weinberger now and
address ourselves to questions later r

STATEMENT OP EON. CASPAR W. WEINBERGER, DIRECTOR, OTF0ICE
OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Mr. WRINBERoER. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I fully
-endorse the statement which Secretary Shultz has just made. I have
a-statement but will, in the interest of time, paraphrase parts of it and
obviously leave out the tables. I ask permission that the statement
be printed in full in your record.
The comments this afternoon will focus on the 1973 budget out-

look and its implications for the subject covered by the 1irst two
titles of the bill that is beforq you-the public debt limitation and
the spending ceiling, respectively.

In calling specific attention to the first two titles of the bill, I do
not mean to belittle title III. The joint committee proposal in title
III offers the promise of long needed reform of the budget process. I
$r port it wholeheartedly.-When we last appeared before you on the debt limitation in June,
wi presented the results of the midsession review of the budget. We
estimated unified budget deficits of $26 billion in fiscal year 1972
and $27 billion in fiscal year 1978. The combined total of the two
deficits was $11 billion less than we had estimated in January.

FISCAL YEAR 1072 RESULTS

The actual unified budget deficit for fiscal year 1972 was $23 bil-
lion, or $3 billion less than estimated early in Jime. About one-hal f of
this change resulted from higher receipts and one-half from lower
outlays.

On a full employment basis, there was a deficit of about $3.5 billion.

IN FISCAL YEAR 1073

The estimates announced in the midsession review were neess ari ly
tentative. The Congress had not completed action on any of the regu-
lar 1978 appropriation bills. Further, we still did not have the final
1972 budget results. Even now, at this late date, the situation is not
clear. The Congess has yet to complete final action on five regular
appropriations 'ills, including the two largest--I)efense and IUbor-
HEW. The Congress is also considering other bills, including H... 1,
that could have a major impact on 1973 spending. In addition, there
are the usual uncertainties about estimates covering a year that still has
more than 8 months to go.

1973 sPENDII INCREASES

As you know, the administration has been concerned about additions
to the 1978 budget. In fact, legislation, other than appropriation bills,
that has been enacted or agreed to in conference to date will add
about $91/2 billion to the 1973 unified budget deficit contemplatel h:
January.As one of the tables show, this iiicludes $3.7 billion for the social ie-
curity benefit increase and tax deferral, $3.3 billion for general revenue



sharimu primarily because of the fact you alluded to-that the Con-
gress did not enact general revenue sharing in fiscal 1972, and, there-
forv, the necessity for funding it carried over into this fiscal year-and
$1 billion for benefits to coal miners with black lung disease.

In addition to the increases shown in that table, it. was necessary for
the administration to seek and for the Congress to enact appropria-
tions of about *,'1.8 billion for relief of areas stricken by tropical storm
Agnes: these appropriations will add $1.6 billion to 1973 spending.

Incidental lv. Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, the table
shows of the'aplropriation bills enacted thus far. the Congress has
added $700 million to the President's appropriation request; but the
important thing is the point I mentioned a moment ago and that is
ti enactment of $9.5 billion additions for deficit bills outside of the
a l)pl)riat ion process.

NEED FO A SPENDING CEILING

On July 26. for the second time this session, the President urged the
Congress to enact, a rigid ceiling on 1973 spending and he has repeated
this request frequently since July, most recently last Saturday. The
President not only has stresed the l)roblem of budget increases, he has
also strongly emphasized the need to prevent higher taxes and higher
prices. His 'action in vetoing the Labor and Iealth, Education and.
Welfare A)propriation bill and the 20 percent increase in railroad

retirement )Cll ts demonstrates unmistakably his serious concern.
I urge this committee and the Senate to support the provision con-

tained in title II of the bill before you that sets an effective ceiling of
$251) billion on total 1973 spending. The President is prepared to face
the harsh and (liflicult decisions necessary to stay within such a spend-
ing ceiling. lie should have the sul)port of the Congress in this for-
midable task and the $250 billion spending ceiling in the form proposed
is the only way he can get that support now.

We call hold the total of 1973 outlays to $250 billion. We should do
so. We can only do so with the rigid ceiling requested by the President
an1d contained in H.R. 16810.

A number of arguments have been heard recently against this pro-
posal. I would like to comment particularly on one of -them.

It is said that by acting this legislation the Congress would be
giving up its constitutional control over Federal spending. To the
contrary, this legislation represents the only way left for the Congress
to get. control of spending, to take a look at the total budget and ex-
pres, its will on what level of spending we should have in this fiscal
Year. "

It is the existing congressional procedure for reviewing the budget,
which i)irecludes any comprehensive action on the total and not the
ceiling proposal, that constifutes an abdication from responsibility.
'l1'is legislation and this legislation alone, of the thousands of bills
before you, gives the Congress an opportunity to palticipate in and
control fiscal policy.

It is worth emphasizing that this legislation does not involve a ques-
tion of the Executive's encroaching on congressional prerogatives or
vice versa. The question is whether the Congress will permit its own
procedures to deprive it of all opportunity to exercise its responsibility
to direct the fiscal policy. I believe that the Congress wants to exercise



its constitutional power to control total spending as much as its power,
which we iii the executive branch also respect, to allocate funds within
that total. This bill gives it, the opportunity to act on the total.

1973 RECEIPTS ESTIMATES

Last June, 1973 unified budget receipts were estimated at $223 billion.
Since that time the enactment of the social security amendments, in the
last debt limit bill, has reduced our estimate of 1973 employment taxes
by $1.6 billion. This decrease is more than offset by increases we now
anticipate f rom tie vigorous economic expansion that is underway. As
Srestil t, unified budget receipts are now estimated at $225 billion, up

$4.2 billion since January and $2 billion since June. N
Thd unified budget totals are reflected in the accompanying table.
In conclusion, Mhr. Chairman, members of the committee, the pro-

p osed $465 billion statutory debt limit is calculated on the basis of $250
billion in 1973 budget outlays. We need the spending ceiling voted by
the }[ouse in order to hold to this outlay total. We need the crease in
the debt limit to continue to operate the Gtovernment on this frugal
basis.

Last year the Federal deficit on a unified budget basis was $23 billion.
That deficit occurred when there was a clear need for stimulus in the
national economy. This year the economy is moving ahead strongly.
We dare not add to a deficit that, even on a full employment basis, is
larger than last. year's If we allow huge full employment deficits to
occur year after year, the inevitable result wvill be a return to income-
eating inflation or" higher taxes, or both.

There can be no question that tie time for fiscal responsibility is now.
The time is past for wanting to spend more on individual programs
that we can afford in total.
We-tie Congress and the executive branch together-must through

a firm $250 billion statutory spending ceiling, assure the Nation and
the World that we are determined to avoid inflation and preserve fiscal
sanity. This is the only way we can see to give such assurance.

Think you, Mr. Chairman.
(Mr. W inberger's prepared statement followv..

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT.

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET,

1Vah ington, D.C.

STATEMENT OF CASPER W. WEINBEROER., DIRECTOR OF TIE OFFICE: OF MANAGEMENT
AND BuIoKET

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, My remarks this afternoon will
focus on the 1973 budget outlook and its implications for the subjects covered by
the first two titles of the bill that is before you-the public debt limitation and
the spending ceiling, respectively. In calling specific attention to the first two
titles of the bill, I do not mean to belittle Title III. The Joint Committee proposed
in Title III offers the promise of long-needed reform of the budget process. I
support it wholeheartedly.

When we last appeared before you on the debt limitation, in June, we presented
the results of the mid-session review of the budget. We estimated unified budget
deficits of $26 billion in fiscal year 1972 and $27 billion in fiscal year 1973. The
combined total of the two deficits was $11 billon less than we had estimated in
January.

FISCAL YEAR 1972 RESULTS

The actual unified budget deficit for fiscal year 1972 was $23 billion, or $3 bil-
lion less than estimated early in June. About one-half of this change resulted
from higher receipts and one-half from lower outlays.
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On a full-employment basis there was a deficit of about $8% billion.

FISCAL TV." 1973

The estimates announced in the mid-session review were necessarily tentative.
The Congress had not completed action on any of the regular 1973 appropriation
bills. Further, we still did not have the final 1972 budget results. Even now-at
this late date-the situation Is not clear. The Congress has yet to complete final
action on five regular appropriations bills, including the two largest--Defeise
and Labor-HEW. The Congress is also considering other bills, including H.R. 1,

- that could have a major impact on 1973 spending. In addition, there are the usual
uncertainties about estimates covering a year that still has more than eight
months to go.

1973 SPENDING INCREASES

As k'ou know, the Administration has been concerned about additions to the
1973 budget. In fact, legislation-other than appropriation bills--that has been
enacted or .agreed to in conference to date add about $9% billion to the 1973
unified budget deficit contemplated in January. As the table on the next page
shows, this includes $3.7 billion for the social security benefit increase and tax
deferral, $3.3 billion for general revenue sharing (largely because of the shift
of twoquarterly payments from fiscal year 1972 to fiscal year 1973), and $1.0
billion for benefits to coal miners with black lung disease.

EFFECT OF CONGRESSIONAL ACTION ON THE 1973 BUDGET DEFICIT AS OF OCT. 9, 1972

[in billions of dollars]

House Senate Enacted

Appropriation bills:
Agriculture, EPA, atc .......................................... +0.2 +0.4 +0.3
HD, we, Science . ..........................................

..................................... (+%Labor-HEW (neo bill....... ......... .2 +. 7-- -
Defense and military construction ............................... -2.0 -1.6
Foreign assistance ...................................... . 1 -. 7
Other (net changes) ........................................... -. 2 +7

Total, appropriation bills ..................................... -1.8 -. 3 +. 7

Other actions and inactions:
Social security, medicare, medicaid:

Debt limit bill:
Revenue loss ......................................... +1,6 +1.6 +1.6
Benefit ,ca ....................................... 4+4.1 1+4.2 { +2-Further changes ........................................ )

Total, social security, medicare, medicaid .............. +5.7 +5.8 +3.7

Railroad retirement benefits .................................... +.4 +. 4 +. 4
Black lung benefits ---------.. .................................. +1.0 +1.0 +1.0
General revenue sharing ....................................... +3.1 +3. 1 6 +3.3
Housing Act of 1972 ........................................... +.5
Urban special revenue sharing .................................. -,5
Water Quality Control Act amendments .......................... +.7 +.7
Rural Development Act----------------------------------..... +. 3 +. 6
Vocational Rehabilitation Act ................................... +. 3 +. )4
Economic Opportunity Act amendments------------------------.. +. 5 +. J
Federal-aId highways . ........................................ +. 2 +. 2
Veterans' benefits.....................................o........ +.3 +1.1
School Lunch Act amendments .................................. +. 2 +.2 2
Otheractions offoctingt" deficlt(mandatory If enacted)--------------+1. 7 +. 7

Total effect on budget deficit ................................ +11.9 +14.7 +9.5

Less than $50,000,000. Detail may not add to totals because of rounding.
3 No action.
3 Conference.
4 Effective dates for further changes In Senate version are later than those In House version. Full year cost of Senate

version is substantially higher than House valon, reflecting more and higher benefit increases.
I Enacted over President's veto.

Based on report of conferee.
Reported.

In addition to the increases shown in that table, it was necessary for the
AdmikAstrato n-to seek and for the Congress to enact appropriations of about
$1.8 billion for relief of areas stricken by tropical storm Agnes; these appropri-
ations will add $1.6 billion to 1978 spending.
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NEED, FOR A SPENDING, CRILNaO

Oil Jply 26, for the second. time thi session, the. President urged the Congress
to enact a rigid ceiling on 1073 spending, and ho has repeated this request
frequently since July. The President not only has stressed the problem of budget
increases; he has also strongly emphasized the need to prevent higher taxes and
higher prices. Ills action in vetoing the Labor and Health, Education, and
Welfare Appropriation Bill and the 20% increase in railroad retirement benefits
demonstrates unmistakably his serious, concern.

I urge this Committee and the Senate to support the provision contained in
Title II of the bill before you that sets an effective ceiling of $250 billion on
total 1973 spending. The President is prepared to face the harsh and difficult
decisions necessary to stay within such a spending ceiling. He should have the
support of the Congress in this formidable task, and the $250 billion spending
ceiling in the form proposed is the only way he can get that support now.

We can hold the total of 1973 outlays to $250 billion. We should do so. We
Cit only do so with the rigid ceiling requested by the President and contained
In H.R. 16810.

A-number of arguments have been heard recently against this proposal. I
would like to comment particularly on one of them.

It is said that by enacting this legislation, the Congress would be giving up
its constitutional control over federal spending. T9 the contrary, this legislation
represents the only way left for the Congres to got control of spending, to take
a look at the total budget and express its will'61i what level of spending we
should have in this fiscal year.

It is the existing congressional procedure for reviewing the budget (which
precludes any comprehensive action on the total) and not, the ceiling proposal
that constitutes an abdication from responsibility. This legislation and this
legislation alone, of the thousands of bills before you, gives the Congress an
(ol)prtunity to participate in and control Iiscl policy.
It' is worth emphasizing that this legislition does not Involve a' question of the

executive's encroaching on congressional prerogatives 'or vice versa. The ques-
lon is whether the' Congress will permit its Mwn p'roccdtrcs to deprive it of all

opportunity to exercise its responsibility to direct fiscal policy. I believe that the
Congress wants to exercise its constititlonial power to control total spending as
luuch as its power, which we' i the 'Executive Branch also respect-, to 'al6cate
funds within that total. This bill gives it the opportunity to act on the total.

1973 RECI.TrS E ST SATES

Last June, 1973 unified budget receipts were estimated at $223 billion. Since
that time, the enactment of the sociol security amfndments (in the last debt
limit bill) has reduced our estimate of 1973 employment taxes by $1.6 billion.
This decrease is more than offset by increases vie now anticipate from the vigor-
ous economic expansion that Is underway. As a result, unified budget receipts
are now estimated at $225 billion, up $4.2 billibn since January and $2 billion
since June.

UNIFIED BUDGET TOTALS

The following table compares the current estimates with the estimates used
in June, and includes estimates on a full-employment basis:

UNIFIED BUDGET TOTALS

-[In billions)

1972 1973

June June Curfent
estimate Actual estimate estimate

Budget receipts .................................. 207.0 208.6 223. 0 225.0

Budget outlays ..................................... 233.0 231.6 250.0 250.0

Deficit ....................................... -26.0 -23.0 -27.0 -25.0

Full-employment receipts ......................... 225.0 225.0 245.0 243.5
Full-employment outlays .......................... 230.0 228.6 248.0 248.0

Full-employment deficit ........................ -5.0 -3.6 -3.0 -4.5

$4-914-72-5
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FEDERAL FUNDS TOTALS

Changes in estimates for the Federal fupds part of the budget, which are the
basis on which changes in the public debt and the debt limit are calculated, do
not show quite the same picture:

1972 1973

June. June Current
estimate Actual estimate estimate

Receipts-...;.......---------------------------- 147.1 148.8 152.6 155.6
Outlays ........................................... 179.3 177.7 190.4 188.0

Defiit ....................................... -32.2 -28.9 -37.8 -32.4

The reduction in the Federal funds deficits for the current and prior year leads
us to believe that a debt limit of $465 billion can suffice through the fiscal year
1973 it a rigid $250 billion spending ceiling is enacted. Of the $9 billion decrease
since June In the estimated Federal funds deficits for the two years, roughtly $5
billion is attributable to higher revenues and $4 billion to the decrease in Federal
funds outlays.

The proposed $405 billion statutory debt limit is calculated on the basis of $250
billion in 1973 budget outlays. We need the spending ceiling voted by the House
in order to hold to this outlay total. We need the increase in the debt limit to con-
tinue to operate the Government on this frugal basis.

Last year, the Federal deficit :on a unified budget basis was $23 billion. That
deficit occurred when there Was a clear need for stimulus in the national economy.
This year the economy is moving ahead.strongly. We dare not add to a deficit
that,.even on a full-employment basis, is larger than last year's. It we allow huge
full-employment deficits to occur year after year, the inevitable result will be a
return to income-eating Inflation, or higher taxes, or both.

The'e can be no question that the time for fiscal responsibility is now. The
time is past for wanting to spend more on individual programs than we can afford
in totil, We--the Congress and the Executive Branch together-must, through
a firm $250 billion statutory spending ceiling, assure the Nation and the world
that we are determined to avoid inflation and preserve fiscal sanity.

BUDGET RECEIPTS AND OUTLAYS, BY FUND GROUP

1972 1973

• June June
estimate Actual estimate estimate

Receipts:
Federal funds ....... ...... -------- 147.1 148.8 152.6 155.6
Trust funds .................................... 73.2 72.9 83.6 82.6
Intialovernmental.transactions ................... -13.3 -13.1 -13.2 -13.2

Total ........................................ 207.0 208.6 223. 0 225.0

OU eral- funds ................................... 179.3 177.7 190.4 188.0

Trust funds ----------------------------------- 67.0 67.0 72.8 75.2
Intraovernmental transactions ................... -13.3 -13.1 -13.2 -13.2

Total ................................ ...... 233.0 231.6 250.0 250.0

Surplus or deficit (-):
Federal funds.............................. -32.2 -28.9 -37.8 -32.4
Trust funds............................... 6.2 5.9 10.8 7.4

Total ........................................ -26.0 -23.0 -27.0 -25.0
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BUDGET SURPLUS OR DEFICIT (-) BY FUND GROUP

1972 1973

June June Cutrent
estimate Actual estimate estimate

Federal funds:
Transactions with the public -------------------- -19.2 -16.0 -24.8 -19.4
Transaction with trust funds -------------------- -13.1 -12.9 -13.0 -13.0

Total ........................................ - 32.2 -28.9 -37.8 -32.4

Trust funds:
Transaction with the public ...................... -6.8 -7.0 -2.2
Transactios with Federal funds .................. 13.1 12.9 13.0 13.0

Total ........................................ 6.2 5.9 10.8 7.4

Budget total:
Federal funds ................................... -32.2 -28.9 -37.8 -32.4
Trust funds .................................... 6.2 5.9 10.8 7.4

Total ........................................ -26.0 -23.0 -27.0 -25.0

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Nelson?
Senator NEIlSON. Under the expenditure ceiling, where would. Qte

cuts be made and out of what part of the Federal budget ? How many
billions are there in the budget from which you would be making the
cuts and how much is the total amount of the cut and what percentage
of that piece of pie are you cutting?

Mr, IVEIBERE:R. Senator, the total magnitude of the cut necessary
to get in the $250 billion level isn't known yet because, as I have said,
there are still five major appropriations bills that are not passed and
several other items we must call budget threats that are still pending
in both Houses. We have appended a table to the statement here and
it shows that there is pending legislation with outlay implications of
$11.9 billion in the House versions and $14.7 billion in the.Senate ver-
sions. Until the final action of the Congress is known, we will not know
the magnitude of the task before us. At this point we believe that. it is
somewhere in the $6 billion range; but, as I say, there is a long way
to go even though presumably the time is short. We, therefore, would
have to wait and see exactly how much had to be cut.

There is another problem and that is that a large part of the. $250
billion is made up of estimates of what the total outlays would be.
This spending ceiling affects outlays, not authority, as you know, and
that means that what we might see in November and December as a
total outlay reduction requirement could well change as we got into
April, May or June. With the differing estimates that the uncontrol-
lable programs necessarily have, it is, I think, conceivable that we
might start a reduction program in November or December if the
ceiting were enacted. The particulars of the program might have to
be changed one way or another as we got, into the spring. But the gen-
eral magnitude of what we are looking at at this point is approxi-
mately in the $6 billion range. That is not a very large percentage of
thd $2561billion proposed program at this point.
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As far as where the cuts will be made, we haven't completed our
work and necessarily, since this is a vital part of the budget process
and it is the President's budget, these would be decisions he would
have to make. We would hope to present for him a number of options
&6,ering alternate reductions in various areas.

We believe the greatest flexibility is needed for this so it be not
xecessarv for him to cut too deeply into any specific program.

By and large. I would say a pretty good guide would be the totals
that were contained in the 1973 I)udget as it was submitted to the Con-
gI-es in Jaiuarv. though we have indicated changes and the chairman
has indicated changes that have had to occur iii that, as a result of such
things as the tropical storms over which obviously there is no control.
The short, simple aniswi'er is. we are not prepared to say at this point.
We have not completed our work but we have indicated the range of
total we are looking at this time. bearing in mind it might shift very
substantially depending on events. particularly events in the Con-
gress in the next few days.

Senator Nelson. Well, the October 7 Business Week has a note on
page 40.

Mr. Wrx-J:n~wII. Someone just called my attention to that in the
car on the way up. I have not seen that, Senator. It was read to me or
quoted to me. It is totally inaccurate, unsubstantiated and there is
nothing to it. I haven't seen the quotation. I know someone from the
magazine interviewed me and I don't know where they are getting
their information. but as is the case with most leaked information, it
sounds as if it is rather drastically wrong. Certainly no decisions have
been made.

Senator Nmsox. The article states that "The Office of Management
andBudget has put together a 2-inch-thick black book for President
Nixon detailing .8 billion in possible spending cuts this fiscal year.
Possibilities include $1.2 billion from defense with some base dosings.
NASA has already gotten some reading from the book, a spending
ceiling of $2..1 billion, aid Space Shuttle spending cut in' half."

Arevyou saving there is no such book?
M,'.WIVExzIRGEn. Yes, I am saying whoever wrote that article knows

a great deal more than I do or less than I do and I have talked to the
top staff people oi the way out here that is just plain wr6ng.,

Senator NEL.so.. You state that a $6 billion cut out of $250 billio'i
isn't very large percentagewise. However, it is clear that there are
places in that $250 billion where, of course you can't 'cuti" payments
on interest, veterans' benefits, social security and so forth.

Where will you cut? That $6 billion will be corning oue.of what
total? Is them $100 billion that you can't cut from'0r $150 billion?
Six billion dollars from $75 or $80 or $100 biliioi is a wh6b6 lot more
percentagewise than $6 billion out of a total'budgt of $250 billioni'

Secretary SHtULTZ. I am sure Mr. Weinberger can give a mire coin-
prehensive answer that I to this question, but let me comment on one
aspect of it that falls within the Treasury 'work and that i the ques-
tion of interest on the debt; and that is always classified as uncon-
trollable-you have to pay out-and there is nothing that can be
done about it.



I think to the contrary, that if this ceiling is enacted it will make a
difference in the amount of interest that we have to pay on the debt
and it will do so for two important reasons:

One is that We will have a smaller amount of debt in total than we
otherwise: would have, so naturally we won't have to pay as much
interest.

A second and perhaps more fundamental reason is that if we can
show resolve in control of Federal 'spending, we will be able to have
a fiscal policy that is consistent with continued progress against the
too hi h rate of inflation; and if we can make progress against infla-
tion, at is the biggest single thing that is going to be affecting the
interest rates over a long period of time. Since it will affect interest it
will affect the amount ot interest we pay on the delt.

I think that the impact of exercising this discipline will be felt all
through the budget in subtle ways such as this that aren't-direct. OMB
doesn t. tell you you have to cut interest payments by such and such
amount, bqt it will come about as a result of the operation of the econ-
orny following a move like this.I senator N1'asoN. My reservation about giving the President the au-

"thority is that it gives him an opportunity to legislate, so to speak,
spend money; cut moneys from programs he doesn't like that the
Congress does want; an I would oppose that but is this going to be
an across-the-board cut from all programs?

Mr. WEINBEn EP. No; I don't think that is indicated at this point,
nor necessary, Senator. I think that is perhaps, if I might use the ex-
pression, a comparatively crude and nonanalytical way to go about it
because you don't then analyze the programs which are working or the
programs which would be severely injured by that kind of procedure.
So that wouldn't be the most desirable approach.'

This spending ceiling would be in effect for approximately 8 months,
-perhaps a little less, depending on when and if it is enacted; and, is
I have mentioned before, it seems to me the antithesis of an abdication
of congressional power to the President. It seems to me the assertion
of a power which the Congress has long since seemed to have aban-
doned and-that is the right to say that total fiscal policy of.the United
States requires that this amount and only this amount be spent. It is
a way of getting control over what is coming to be an Uncontrollable
situation and I don't see it as any kind of addition to the President's
power. I see it as an assertion of congressional power to start the first
step toward what I would hope would be changes in procedures that
would enable the total overall fiscal spending and fiscal policy of the
United. States to be examined on a regular, recurring basis throughout
the session.

Senator NElsoN. I guesS you and I view it differently. I consider it
an inexcusable abdication of congressional authority to say any Pres-
ident can cut a certain amount of money and choose whatever pro-
grnms he desires to cut it from.

Mr. WTNBROJR. Every President since Thomas Jefferson has felt
lie had that power and many of them have exercised it, but not in it
way that left the Congress with a say over the total fiscal policy or
the total sending program of the Government. That is why I think



this would be exactly the contrary, would have exactly the contrary
o.f.the result you mentioned.

Senator NmlsoN. If the President asserts that power, why is he
coming to the Congress and asking us to pass legislation?

Mr. WENBEROER. Because the Congress is challenging that power in

various fields and what we would have is a series of confrontations
instead of a clear signal. We think it is very important for the Con-
gress and the President; indeed, as we mentioned, because of the
international effect around the world, this country is determined to
get, hold of inflation and hold down spending and not produce a re-
stilt .which relies on the simple. easy, wrong answer of more inflation
and more taxes each year.

Senator NELsoN. Well. I don't agree with you on the percentage-cut
proposal ;I think that you could put flexibility in it, say, that he has
to cut across-the-board proportionately from'1ll programs that can
be cut. and-give him $50 million or $100 million of flexibility for small
programs here and there that may be seriously injured.

Now, are there any of these a)propriations that the administration
considers sacrosanct? For example, will there be cuts made from mili-
tary-aid, foreign aid, military budget?
.Mr. W.INnER oER. Well, there were cuts before in that area as a re-

stilt of the reductions ordered h)v the President in Camp David in
August 1971. In connection with the new economic policy, he. directed
renditions of approximately 10 percent in foreign aid and they were
cATried out.

Semtor NP.iELoN. Well, I am asking about the present, plan. Is there
ariv nresentl plan to exempt any of these programs-foreign economic
aid, foreign military Pid. the military budget?

Mr. WIEINBERoER. None of the ones you have mentioned. no, sir.
The CHARMAN. Senator, your time has expired. I am going to call

on the next Senator and come back to you.
* Mr. Byrd ?
• Senator BYRD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. 'Veinberger, as I understand your reply to Senator Nelson,

while you can't tell exactly the amount that the appropriations may o

oveor the $250 billion mark you anticipated, it probably will be in the
noi hbrarhood of $6 billion?
• MYr. VmEnEmrEn. As it looks.at the present but there are a lot of
unfinished matters both in the appropriations proposed as well as
in the ,programmatic bills that could change that at the monent.. Those
-at* the best. figures we halve' right at the moment. '

. Senator'BYRD. And if it was changed, it is more-likely to be changed
upward from the $6 billion ?

Mr. WEINBERGER. I would hope not but realistic appraisals of the
Vast would compel me to agree with you; yes, sir.

Senator BYRD. In connection with another question by Senator
Nelpon, foreign aid was mentioned. As I recollect, the administra-
tiob's budget request for foreign aid for fiscal 1973 was about $1 billion
greater than the actual appropriations for 1972. Is tliat approximately
correct t

Mr. WEINBERa.R. 11el, we have shown, if I recall,'the bill is still

in conference. The Senate version reduced, according to the figures I



have before me, the request of somewhere in the neighborhood of $700
million and the House figure somewhere in the neighborhood of $100
million and, as I say, the bill is still in conference.

Senator BY-RD. I am speaking nQw of what was appropriated for
fiscal 1972. Your request was substantially higher

M1.1r. WVEINBEROER. It was higher, yes, Senator. I don't have the exact
amount before me but it was higher.

Senator BUD. And you can correct the record if you wish, but
imy recollection is it was about $1 million more-

Mr. WE NB:ROFR. I defer to you.
Senator 13 YRI) (continuing). Than the Congress approved last year.
Now, I was over in the House yesterday a good bit of the time, listen-

ing to the debate and was there for the vote last evening. Chairman
Mills made the assertion in his remarks that of the total debt, as of
the end of the current fiscal year, 25 percent will have occurred or
resulted from deficits of the 4" fiscal years ending in fiscal 1973. I as'
sume those figures are approximately correct?
Mi. IVEINBEROER. Yes.
Secretary SitLrz. I think that is probably right.
Mr. WEI NBEROER. Mr. Mills is very accurate.
Senator BYRD. So while you envision the debt will be in round fig-

tires $460 to $465 million by next June 30, the cumtflated deficits will be
around $104 billion during that 4-year period I

Secretary STIULTZ. Something of that kind; that is right.
SSenator BYRD. The expenditures for fiscal 1972 were $232 billion;

is that correct, Mr. Secretary?
Secretary SjiULTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator BYRD. And assuming we stay within the $250 billion ceil-

ing, which is what the administration has recommended: $250 billion-
is f it correct?

Secretary SIIuLTZ. Yes, sir.
Senator BYim. Then, there will still be an increase of $18 billion?
Secretary SnuLrz. That is correct.
Senator BynRD. Which, as you brought out in your testimony before

* the -tHuse Ways and Means Committee, is a very substantial increase
even if we don't go beyond that $250 billion, $18 billion in itself is a
very substantial increase ?

Secretary SHtULTZ. We don't tL' .c this is a starvation diet an in-
crease of $18 billion in a quarter trillion dollars altogether.

Senator BYnD. So y.ou are not seeking to reduce expenditures below
1972; what you are seeking to do is to hold the increase to $18 billion
above 1972f

Sir. WIINBERGER. Exactly right.
Senator BY RD. Thank you, gentlemen.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Tie CIIAIRMAN. Senator Hansen?
Senator' HANsE. Mr. Secretary, why is this action recommended?
Secretar T SiULT'Z. Why?
Senator' HANsEW. Why is the President supporting the action to

n.1 pose a spending limit ?
-Secretary Sium=r. In order to keep the fiscal policy of the Federal

Government in a responsible posture so that it helps the. expansion
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of the deondmy btit does not, wind up reigniting the fires of inflation
that we are _gradually dampening out.

Senator AzNSEN. Is it the position of the administration that Con-
gress has been derelict in this regard in not imposing self-restraints?

Secretary SHu'rz. 'Well, :we think there is a process here in which
the Congress acts on all of the individual pieces one by one without
an opportunity to add up what s going on. fr isn't so much that there
is some fault in the individual Senator or C'ngressman &but that the
process itself 'doesn't lend itself to a look. at the overall impact of the
individual actions taken. When you get to the end of the road, where
we are now, and if you add up all of the individual pieces, you come
to more than is desirable,

Senator HANsN. As former Governor:of Wyoming, I operated in
a State that has on its statute books a very clear prohibition against
deficit spending. It has been contended that the situation with respect
to the President is not unlike that of a Governor. In Wyoming the
Governor usually gets all of the appropriation bills at one time and
it is an easy matter to mike the comparison between the outlay and
what is anticipated, on the- other hand by way of tax revenues.

Your point is that the manner in which Congress appropriates tind
deals with. each of these separate proposals is not necessarily com-
parable to, that in W omhigI Did ,finfer this from what you said?

Secretary SUiULrz. Y, ;tiat is correct.
Senator I-HNSEN. Congress. could if it were of a mind and was will-

ing to set up a different procedure, impose a restraint so that it would
not need to give this authority to the Executive if it were-of a- mind to
do it. Would that be your opinion?

SecretaryS uuT. Well I think the proposal for a commission to
wor-k on this that is 'in the Vpouse bill is Iy' way of an effort to come (tt
this question in a different manner than his been done in the past fewyears and this year. As of now, as Mr. Weinberger has brought out, the
only way in which Congress ean exercise an overall fiscal discipline in
addition to it6 statements of intentions on individual matters, is to
pass this bill.

Senator .JAN ENi Vhat you are saying is that this year for these
8 months still'remaining in the fiscal year 1973 budget, there is not the
mechanism available to Congress to impose these necessary cuts in the
budget; is that rightI

Secretary SHULTZ. This is' the only way that he can see that it can
be done.

Senator flASN. Do you share' Mr. Weinbeiger's opinion that-in-
stead of this being a relinquishment of authority from the legislative
to the executive branch, it reflects rather t determination on the part
of the Congress to impose fiscal restraint on the budgetmaking proc-
ess and appropriation process as theey are now practiced by the Con-
gressI

Secretary SruTz. Yes, sir; I agree with Mr. Weinberger's analysisthere. I think it is interesting to note that the history of the spending
ceiling- and this committee had a fair amount to do with it,-but the
history of it is thait it was SomethihMg that Congress wished to pass. I
believe on the whole it was resisted by tho executive branch and finally
was passediti the lte 10,66% -itha lot of misgivings on the jart of the
executive' branch. But its history is, in other words, it was an effort



by the Congress essentially to solve just this problem we are talking
about and impose a discipline, and we are now coming to you and say-
in hit us agaiii, we need it.

Senator HA.NSEN. As a member of the legislative branch, I found it
extremely difficult to know whc.re to draw the line and in what amounts
to. try to draw the line as we are faced with proposals to establish com-
missions, to appropriate funds.

You mentioned earlier the black lung bill. I think it was sickle cell
anemia, cancer research, any number-we could go through the whole
list of bills that have been passed-and each one of these proposals is
certainly not without merit. They have great appeal to the public and
yet overall it has been difficult for me to try to say where and how
much we should cut so that I share the dilemma that I suspect is ex-
perienced by niany in feeling that it is an awfully difficult job as a
legislator to get a handle on appropriations and to do what I would
assume most of us would hope to do, and that is, to exercise the neces-
sary restraint so as to not add fuel to the fires of inflation; and yet we
find ourselves in the dilemma that now confronts us.

Does this seem to you to be the most logical way of coming to grips
for this fiscal year with this problem?

Secretary SiiuyTz. Yes, sir; I don't see any other way, really.
Senator HA.N s-X. I have no further questions. I
Senator BExNErT. The chairman has asked me to announce that th"

next opportunity would be for Senator Harris and he isn't here; then
the next one would be for Senator Fannin and then for Senator Ribi-
coff. So, acting in his name, I will ask Senator Fannin if he has any
questions.

Senator FANN ,IN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, when we are talking about a $250 billion limitation,

isn't this of vital importance not only the domestic economy but also
the abiity of the dollar in the world market?

Secretary SHuLTZ. Yes, sir ; no doubt about it.
Senator FANNIN. I am thinking about what the impact would be

here. We have special drawing rates, as I understand it, that are tied to
gold, but that the currencies of the world are tied to the dollar.

The other countries of the world are vitally interested not necessarily
in adopting this $250 billion limitation but having limitations that will
result in controlling inflation and reducing the value of the dollar.,
isn't that true?

Secretary SHULTZ. Yes, sir; I think everyone around the world is
excited to see the U.S. economy expanding strongly and the rate of
inflation receding in hopes that that can continue.

I think we have to remember that when all is said and done, all of the
discussions about the esoteric aspect of international monetary prob-
lems have been dealt with, nevertheless the fundamental value of the
dollar is what you can buy with it in the United States--in this big
market. So our ability to exercise discipline here and to control infla-
tion is the fundamental factor.

Senator FAxNNw. That has been in evidence. With the reduction of
the tremendous pressure that has bean placed on the United States, we
no longer have a crisis coming along every 60 or 90 days. There seems
to be so much greater stability and better feeling in the world market;
and I think this is remarkable in the way that it as been handled.

84-914-72- 6
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I certainly commend you for it.
Mr. Director, I was wondering if you would want to comment? I was

very impressed with the article in one of our papers in the last couple
of days: "Roles Reversed on Spending Restraint."

(The article referred to follows:)
[From the Washington Post]

A REPLY TO SENATOR HUMPHREY: ROIXS REVERSED ON SPENDING RESTRAINT

_(By Caspar W. Weinberger Director of the Office of Management and Budget
at the White House)

There once was a time, as Sen. Humphrey indicated in a recent article in The
Washington Post, when the Congress was a potent force for spending restraint,
and the President was the big spender. Certainly, this was true during the 1960's.
But that era ended on Jan. 20, 1069. Now the roles are reversed.

So when Sen. Humphrey persists in measuring Congressional action in terms
of Congressional changes to the President's appropriation requests, hc overlooks
the fact that actions on bills other than appropriations often force spending in-
creases which appropriations acts (and the President's proposals for appropri-
ations) then have to accommodate. Following is a table which shows our esti-
mate of the effect of Congressional actions on spending in the current fiscal year
mate of the effect of Congressional actions on spending in the current fiscal year:

EFFECT OF CONGRESSIONAL ACTION ON THE 1973 BUDGET DEFICIT AS OF OCT. 2, 1972

If n billions of dollars

House Senate Enacted

Appropriation bills:
Arcuure, EPA, etc----------------------------------... +0. 2 +0.4 +0.3
H UD, p e, Science .................... ..................... +.
Labor.HEW (Vetoed) ........................................... +.1)
Labor- E w bill) ......................................... . 2
Defense & military construction ................................. -2.0
Foreign assistance .............................................. -. 1 -.7
Other (not changes) ........................................... -. 2 -. 7

Total, appropriation bills ..................................... -1.9 -1.0 +. 7

Other Actions and Inactions:
Social security program:

Debt limit bill:
Revenue loss ........................................ +1.6 +1.6 +1.6
Benefit Increase ........................................ +4.1 +2.1 +2.1
Further liberalizations ............---------------------------------- () (3)

Total, social security ................................. +5.7 +3.7 +3.7
Railroad retirement benefit ..................................... +. 4 +. 4 +. 4
Black lung benefits ........................................... +1.0 +1.0 +1.0
General revenue sharing ........................... . +3. 1 +3.1 6+3. 3
Housing Act of 1972 ........................................... (, +.5 _')
Urban special revenue sharing .................................. -. 5
Water Quality Control Act Amendments .......................... +. 7 +. 7+
Rural Development Act ........................................ +. 3 +. 6
Vocational Rehabilitation Act ................................... +. 3 +. 4 (4)
Economic Opportunity Act Amendments .................... . +.5 + 8
Federal-aid highways .................................. . ( +:2
Veterans benefits .................................. ..... +1.1
School Lunch Act Amendments ......................... . - . 2 +. 2 +.2
Other actions affecting the deficit (mandatory if enacted) .. "  +1.7 +7 +.2

Total effect on budget deficit ................................. +11.7 +11.9 +9.5

I Less than $50,000,000. Detail may not add to total because of rounding.
I Reported.
'No action.

Conference.
I Enrolled.
* Based on report of conferees.

The Congress may reduce the President's appropriation requests (although
at the moment it is $700 million above them). But other acts during this session,

V?7- -
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nearly all of them mandatory, have caused significant increases. In fact, there
have been bills in each house adding nearly $12 billion to the deficit in the
President's budget, and $9.5 billion of these have been enacted this session.
Many of these legislative actions require the President to request additional
appropriations. For example, the bill providing additional benefits for coal
miners with black lung disease required the President to send up an appropria-
tion request for nearly $1 billion.

The Congress also has raised social security benefits by more than $2 billion
this year over the social security budget proposals -of the President. That
increase never appears in Sen. Humphrey's figures because it does not affect
any appropriation bill or serve his argument. Nevertheless, the Increase must
be included in the President's budget in all future years. Next yeat, the 1972
social security increase will add $6 billion to 1974 spending over the level coll-
templated by the President.

It is simply not true that Congress has been cutting spending. When all
actions are taken into account, the Congress has not, as Sen. Humphrey sug-
gested, cut spending by $16 billion since this administration took office; in fact.
it has not cut spending at all. The increases in spending-not appropriations,
and not authority to spend, but the spending increases forced in the past four
years-total more than $13 billion. Coincidentally-or is It deliberately-most
of this increase is taking place in the current fiscal year. As the table shows,
actions of this Congress have already added more than $9 billion to the 1973
deficit esthnated by the President last January. Even taking account of the
prospective decrease in the appropriations for the military functions of the De-partment of Defense, the final result threatens to be higher. This is because Con-
gress has not completed action on civilian bills either. For example, it is con-
sidering further social security, Medicare and adult assistance liberalizations for
which the Senate Finance Committee proposals would add almost $9 billion
annually.

The proposed spending ceiling is absolutely essential to the nation's economic
well-being. We must not repeat the fiscal mistakes of 19605 to 1968. This Congress
has proved beyond any reasonable doubt that it has been incapable of exercising
effective control over total spending. It takes a year (or longer in the past two
fiscal years) to complete action on approriation bills, and requires the President

-to transmit a budget for the coming year without knowing the action of Congress
for the current year. The Congress pays excessive attention to details and virtu-
ally no attention to overall totals or to the effect of individual separate acts of
spe.nding on the budget totals. This is the very antithesis of fiscal responsibility.

In his 1973 budget message, the President observed that: "The American people
deserve, and our government requires, a more orderly and more rhtioial- budget
process." A year earlier, in his 1972 budget message, the President had invited the
cooperation of the Congress in making the budget an efficient and effective lnstru-
mnent for coordinated management of federal programs and finances. Congress
has not yet responded, and the weaknesses of the present process have com-
pounded. For this reason, the-Ullman amendment, now contained in the spending
ceiling proposal, Is doubly welcome. It offers the hope of a vastly better system.

Unless Congress now-with the fiscal year almost half over-approves the
proposed spending ceiling, we face the very real prospect of higher taxes in the
future.

Senator FANNIN. In replying to one of our gifted colleagues you
stated he overlooks the fact that sanctions on bi Is other than appro-
priations often force spending increases which appropriation acts and
the President's proposals then have to accommodate. You also refer
in your article to the increases of spending, not appropriations and not
authority to spend, but the.spending increases forced in the past 4
years total more than $13 billion.

Would you like to just comment on that?
Mr. WINBERGER. Yes, sir, Senator, I appreciate the oil)ortunity.
There is a sort of belief, fallacy, as we call it, that th'e whole thing

has to be viewed by examining the action on 14 appropriation bills;
and, as we said, Senator iong and I have a little different idea as to



precisely what the total is at the moment. It looks on the basis of those
ills that have been acted on, we are $700 million over the request;

at least that would be that amount added to the deficit as a result of
congressi o nal action. But-the Congress is not through and there will
be traditionally, historically, comparatively small increases, conipara-
tively small decreases when action on the 14 appropriations bills is
finished. The simple fact of the problem is that you have bills such
as the 20-percent increase ill social security, you have a black lung bill,
you have various changesin rograns that are contemplated by some
of the versions of H.R. 1, that require enormous additional in the
spending over and above that covered by the appropriation. bills.
So it is not enough to look at the appropriations bills. So it. is not
enough to look at the appropriations bills or say that this process
is working well because normally we stay within or close to the Presi-
dent's budget.

The problem is what is required by the mandatory programs in many
cases that are adopted by the Congress and thereby force their way
into the appropriation process in succeeding years and also the appro-
priation process necessarily covers 1 fiscal year. I think all too rarely
do we look at the outyear effect of some of the appropriations, some
of the special new bills and programs that are adopted by the Con-
gress, and we are to a very considerable extent prisoners of programs
that were adopted a long time ago that keep rolling on whether we
touch them or not.

Senator FANNIN. Well, thank you, Mr. Weinberger. I think it
is extremely' valuable that this be brought forcefully to the attention of
Congress. I think many Members of Congress reafiz--some do not-
but more importantly it be brought to the attention of the general
public. I thank you.

No further questions.
Senator RincoFF. Mr. Secretary, I have been trying to get some

thoughts clear in my mind after listening to the chairman and the
questioning of Senator Nelson and Senator Byrd.

Could you sort of inform mev as to the total amount of the budget
deficits occurring in the last 4 years?

Secretary Situi'Lrz. Let ine get the information. These would be the
deficits in the unified budget?

Senator RmnicorF. Unified and Federal funds basis, both.
Secretary SIIUi.TZ. Well, let's start with 1969. We had a surplus

in the united budget of 1$3.2 billion.
Senator RHIICOFF. Let's take the Nixon years.
Secretary SIIum,TZ. Well, that was the first Nixon year. In 1970.

we had a deficit of $2.8 billion,- in 1971, a deficit of $23 billion ; in 1972,
a deficit of $23 billion. In 1973, we project a deficit of $25 billion,
depending upon what happens lere. But our projection of revenues
is $225 billion, and if we are able to hold expenditures at $2.50 billion,
we will have a $25 billion deficit in fiscal 1973. So that adds u ) to a
net deficit of $70.7 billion for the fiscal years 1969 through 1973, in
the unified budget.

Senator Byrd may have had the Federal fund deficit in mind; I
am not certain.

Senator BYm). I had the Federial fund deficit, but I base your public
debt limitation on the Federal fund deficit.



Senator RIBICOFF. On the Federal fund deficit, it would be some-
where, I assume, over $100 million as against the unified basis of $70
billion?

Senator Byni. At least $104 billion.
Senator RIBICOFF. At least $104 billion. So during the Nixon years

you would have a $104 billion deficit on the Federal funds basis.
Nowv. another thing puzzles mie. I had been under the impression

that over the last 4 years Congress had actually appropriated less
money than the Presiclent had actually asked for. Could you enlighten
me oni the basis of the last 4 years wiat the President requested and.
what Congress had actually appropriated?

Mr. Wi.NB.:GER. Senator, the point was the same one I was talking
to in responding to Senator Fannin's question.

In the appropriation process, the 14 appropriation bills may typi-
cally result in a little over or a little under the President's request.
The problem comes with the additional programs that are adopted,
and the statement that I submitted to the committee goes into that
in more detail. It shows that., for example, the enacted appropriation
bills are now about $700 million over, adding to the deficit that the
President projected when he submitted the budget in January. Those
are appropriation bills.

When you look at the other actions and in actions of the Congress,
you will see that there are thus far enacted another $9.5 billion which
adds to that deficit you have been discussing. And those are outside
the appropriation process. They involve such bills, for example, as the
railroad retirement benefits in" which the President's veto was over-
ridden; black lung benefits of $1 billion; failure to enact revenue shar-
ing in fiscal 1972; the revenue loss occasioned by the social security in-
crease; the benefit increase occasioned by the same increase; and a whole
raft of other bills that pose budget threats or require the expenditure
of funds.

Senator RiICOFF. But the President did go along with the social
security increase.

Mr. WEINBEROER. He signed that bill because, for one thing, Senator,
as you know, it was attached to a debt ceiling bill that is considered by
a great .many people, particularly the Secretary of the Treasury, to be
extremely vital.

Senator RiBiCOFF. That is right, but lie wasn't against it, was lie ? Is
he against the increases of the social security benefits?
Mr. WEINBEROER. No, he made the point, I think, quite clearly in his

signing statement, if I recall, the bill was necessary because it amended
the debt ceiling. At that time, lie made the point that he felt the most;
serious problem in connection with it was not the social security bene-
fits. but, rather, the problem was that they were not financed and risked
some of the actuarial soundness of the fund.

Senator RIBIcOFF. Just the same, the President doesn't mind taking
credit for the increases in social security payments to some 19 million
people; does he?

Secretary SnuLTZ. I think it is fair to say, Senator, that these cau-
tions were raised, as a matter of fact, in this committee. I remember
sitting here with Secretary Connally when I was Director of OMB
when this first came up. I believe the President was in China and we
,presumed to speak for him about it.
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Senator RIBICOFF. I am somewhat puzzled as to what has been the
actual rate of inflation during the last 4 years.

Secretary Siu.Tz. Well, we started-what we-inlherited was a rate
of inflation slightly in excess of 6 percent. I believe in the second quar-
ter of 1969 it was 6.4 percent at an annual rate as measured by the con-
sumer's price index, and since then it has come down significantly.

Senator RIBICOFF. I know it has come down. But what has been the
total inflationary increase in the last 4 years?

Secretary SiiU.TZ. Well, we can add them up: 1970 instead of the 6,
over 6 percent that we inherited, it came down to 5.5.

Senator RinicoF'. 5.5 in 1970. What was it in 1971?
Secretary SiixrTz,. 1971, I have to break up the years out of memory.

In January through July, the period prior to the wage-price freeze
it had come down to 3.9 percent at an annual rate.

Senator Rmicorr. 3.91
Secretary SHULTZ. And in the balance of the time between the im-

position of the freeze and the present, it has gone up, I think, on the
-1-order of 2.9 percent. That brings us up-to the present.

Senator RIBioCFF. So, based on your figures, then, you have had a
12-percent inflationary rise in the last 3 years?
-Secrary SxiULTZ. I am not sure you can do it quite that way but
/\t any rate we certainly have had a higher than desirable rate of in-
flation. We started out with a peak rate. and with an accelerting pace-
that is, inflation was increasing each year coming up to 1969. Begin-
ning in 1965 it had been getting progressively worse. In the years
since the President has been in office it has gotten progressively better,

- but-we are not here to say that we think that the inflation problemis solved by any means. We think it is very much of a problem and that
is why we are fighting so hard to get this spending ceiling. We think
the reason why we inherited this big inflation was the out-of-control
Federal budget that had been in effect in the late 1960's and which
the Congress and President Johnson basically turned around with the
surcharge and with the submission of the 1969 budget-the budget
which the President inherited and worked on further.

Senator RBIcoFF. What puzzles me, is that if you say this was due
to President Johnson, then why does the total deficit of the 4 Nixon
years exceed all of the deficits of the Eisenhower, Johnson, and Ken-
nedy administrations put together?

Secretary SnurzT. The effort by the President has been to use the
budget as a responsible instrument of fiscal policy and I think it has
been a good thing and a courageous thing to put forward a budget
that was not in balance in the interest of stimulating the economy, but
to do it in a manner that is responsible over the long term.

Now , the characteristics of those budget deficits in the late 1960's
were that they were way out of balance at full employment, whereas
the budgets of President Nixon so far have been more or less in bal-
ance at full employment and we are struggling to maintain that in
fiscal year 1973.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am still puzzled. If it is courageous for the
President to build in a deficit in his budget., why is it less than cou-
rageous for Congress to build in a deficit in its budget? 'Why is it right
for the President and wrong for Congress?



Secretary SituLTz. It is right, I believe, for the President or Con-
gress to use the budget to stimulate the economy in a responsible
maner, and wrong for either to do it in what I will call an irrespon-
sible'manner or a manner that is likely to bring forward either higher
prices or higher taxes or both.

Senator RIBICOFFo Thank you.
The CHAIR3AN. Senator Jordan?
Senator JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, Mr. Director, I am pleased that you are seeking a

"$250-billion limitation on spending and I am pleased also that you
have both said that we can hold the line everywhere.

I would like to ask, how much higher is the $250-spending limitation
than the actual spending of a year ago, fiscal year 1972?

Secretary Sjiuirz. Approximately $18 billion.
Senator JoR)AN. $18 billion. Roughly, that is a 7-percent increase

over 1972?
Secretary Siiuzz. Yes, sir.
Senator JORDAN. Nowadays, theeconomic controls call for certain re-

straints on 'Wages and prices, and what are they?
Secretary SiiuTZ WVell, the general guideline for the program as a

whole is to get the rate of inflation in the neighborhood of 2 to 3
percent.

Senator JoiRw)-.s. What do you calculate the rate of inflation to be
this year ?

Secretary SHiULTZ. Since the imposition of the controls as measured
by the consumer's price index, about 2.9 percent.

Senator JORDAN. About 2.9. Then if the difference between spending
in 1973 and 1972 is 7 percent, and you calculate that the rate of infla-
tion was 2.9, obviously the 1973 budget after the limitation will be an
expansionary budget to the extent of about 4 percent?

Secretary Siiurz. Well, revenues are also expanding. Federal reve-
nues tire also expanding and so we see that if we have the spending
ceiling the actual budget deficit would be approximately the same-
that is, in 1972 it was 23-

Senator JORDAN. I understand you to say the expected deficit on the
unified budget basis was slightly higher than fiscal year 1972?

Secretary SHruiTz. I was about to say $23 billion as compared with
$25 billion.

Senator .JoRDAmN. I was concerned, Mr. Secretary, about one state-
ment you made: The only way Congress can exercise an overall dis-
cipline is to pass this bill to surrender to the President the legislative
prerogative of managing the pursestrings. I think that is what it does.
Why do you think, either of you, that the executive branch has a better
interpretation of spending priorities of the country than the Congress V

Secretary SiiuLTZ. We don't necessarily think that at all. What we
see is a situation where the sum of all of the individual actions that
have been taken add up to a larger number by a considerable amount
than we think is healthy for the economy. We are urging the Congress
to look at this situation and we hope to agree.

Senator JORDAN. I disagree with you.
Secretary SituLTz. It ought to be kept under control at the $250-

billion level.



Senator JORDAN. I agree on the $250-billion level. Where I disagree
with you is who shall K vested with that power to bring this budget
down to the $250 billion. You apparently have no confidence in the
Congress to reduce it on a proportion basis. My amendment, which
calls for such a reduction, was rejected and I was sorry to hear that
cause I thought I was getting the executive branch off the hook. I

thought we were assuming a responsibility of the Congress that we
rightfully should assume and I am not ready to surrender to the execu-
tive branch the appropriative power of the Congress. I thought my
amendment would take care of that, but you apparently think not.

Mr. Weinberger, we have discussed this before and I don't agree
with your reasoning when you say that by enacting this legislation as
now drafted, the Congress would not be giving up its constitutional
control over Federal spending. I think that is precisely what we would
'be'doing and I shall propose my amendment to the committee to re-
quire that all reducible items be cut on a proportionate basis.

Mr. WHINEnRUER. We think that exactly the contrary result obtains,
that the Congress does not have any control over the total Federal
spending, that it is some weeks after you adjourn and after the close
of the fiscal year before you have the slightest idea-and this is not
criticism-as to what the total spending has been. Action is taken on
individual appropriation bills and individual program bills of the
kind that I mentioned and sometime long after adjournment or recess
the total is Announced. We think that the only way in which Congress
can assert its prerogatives and say the total shall be no more than a
certain amount is through a bill such as this kind.

Senator JORDAN. Mr. Weinberger, nearly half of the members of this
committee have served at one time or another as Governors of their
'States and this is what takes place in every instance in State govern-
ment: The legislature adjourns and goes home. So here the Governor
is faced with the responsibility of trying to bring the expenditures
which the legislature has made in line with revenues which were antic-
ipated perhaps a year in advance.

Mr. WEINBERGER. Well, Senator, I served as finance director for a
Governor of a large State for 2 years and I know that in California
we had the process under which, if I recall, Senator Hansen observed,
it was unconstitutional to spend more than the revenues you took in.

Senator JORDAN. That is right.
Mr. WRINBEROE R. The duty to accomplish that constitutional require-

ment was not left to the Governor. The legislature acted on a single
budget bill; they were not authorized under their own procedures to
consider any appropriation bill except the budget until they had com-
pleted work on it, and they frequently ran, not frequently but maybe
two or three times, ran a few days over the beginning of the new fiscal
year trying to insure that they were within the revenues of the State.
This process has taken place for many years in California. It is a
jointly shared responsibility but the legislature does have and has to
have, as I would think the Congress would want, the ultimate authority
to say thus far and no farther, bearing in mind the enormously in-
creased importance of economic policy at the Federal level over and
above what. an individual State's fiscal policies' effect has on the
economy.
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-Senator JoWAN, Well, I don't agre with you, about the procedure. I
commend you on your objectives and I am in full accord with that but
I am notiready to abdicate that responsibility, theappropriative power
of~the Congres. I think the record is clear whateyer erosions has taken
,place from the legislative branch' from the C.ngress to the executive
S hasbeen by our own abdication. If we have surrendered control of thepursestritgs, it lwas by our own action or inaction. It hasn't been be-
e~use we, had a power hungry executive who, wanted to usurp the
legislative pbwer of the Coingress. ,That hsu't been. true; but it has
been our own unwillingness to bite the bullet and face up to it. •

'Mr. Wtim~oEi. For whatever reason, Senator, and I don't think
it- is -important that we try to assign blame'-for whatever reason the
fact is that we have a series of procedures and spending programs that
if lft alone will -carry, us far above tie amount that seems to us to be
right out of the margin of safety from further inflation or higher
•taxation&,neither of .which are in any sonse desirable results. And, in
order to geth hold of; that situation, I Ion't think it is particularly effec-
tive to say that this constitutes a loss of congressional power when we
would say on the contrary, the loss of constitutional power to whatever
source and for whatever ,reason was given up long ago. The difficulty
now "is that thcre is-no one, there is, a vacuum, arid there are programs
whicl rage on uncontrollable. Thereforej there is, a necessity for the
'Congress and the President to act together to prevent runaway spend-
ing that would certainly lead to more inflation and certainly we
would b-e very hopeful that this new joint -committee would be able
to recommendprocedures that you tand others would want to follow
that would prevent that ,
-This instrument that we are suggesting here would be in effect for

a little lees than,8 months and it would be effective because it simply
would: hav; to be byits very terms,"

Senato.~lJomA There ,as i-time' when -increases in the national
debt wert considered: a remedy of Ilast resort to be used only in time
of war or depression. Times have changed and now deficit spending
is taken for granted as apparently a remedy of the first resort; and I
don't subscribe to that. I think thit the Congress has to face up to
its respbnsibilities and I believe my amendment would accomplish
that.

I havb used mytime. I will.yield the floor.
The Cir uauN.Senator Fulbright?
Senator MillerI
Senator, Hdrtke I
Senator HAwir . Do-you thinkthat public debt limit has held down

publio.debt ,
Secretary SHurz. No, sir. •

.SenatorIARr. I- 1. don't either. It never will and you know that;
You know you are going to increase the public debt limit, don't you I

Secretary SHuTz. We are asking for an increase..
Senator HAR'rK. Mr. Shultz, you know we are going to increase it,

don't you?
Secretary SnWLTZ. I certainly hope you will.
Senator 1Uwm*. 0Wo are not going to go bankrupt and refuse to pay

the obligations of the United States. In-my opinion, the public debt



limit does not hold down ptiblic spending. A limit will not hold down
spending.

Secretary SIiULT . There I guess : would part company with you.
Senator HAWFEZ. I don't expect you to say 'anything else. I under-

Stand your position and I respect your position. I know what you are
supposed to say and you probably believe it. I am not arguing with
you; I am just giving you the opposite opinion. You have planned-it
is a rmarkable administration in a way-a recession so you could
then say that you ard starting to bring us back out of it. What you said
here today was that in the adminisiration'of President Johnson you
had a Federal deficit larger than the full employment budget would
really permit. Now, you are saying the fact that because you have an
increase in the rate of unemployment, to which you point with a great
deal of pride you are doing a better job of managing the fiscal Wfairs
of this nation.,

Secretary SnuLTz. I haven't noticed anybody pointing to unemploy-
mnent with pride. We are trying to get unemployment down and that
is the reason why the President was willing to take what he described
as the bitter medicine of a substantial deficit in the Federal budget--
to try to do something about the unemployment.

Senator HARTK. The President took the bitter medicine of revers-
ing the entire economic policy he had been following up until August
of last year. Up until August of last year, the people had the. bitter
medicine of experiencing a played recession an- increase in unem-
ployment, an increase in interest rates, an increase- in welfare pay-
ments to the highest level in history, an increase in the national debt,
and as far as the country is concerned a decrease in tax revenues.

All I can tell you, and I say this to you quite simply you have a full
employment biaget but you" don't. have a full employment planned
economy and I intend to vote against the spending limit. I am going
to vote against increasing the debt limit. I think they are both a, farce
and I don't intend to have anything to do with them and I have no
further questions.

The CHAMMA-. Senator Bennett I %
Senator BE-NN-Nr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have been in and out a7 little bit and I haven't heard all of the

discussion, but I. am interested that the $6 billion which you envision
as being the range in which you would have to deal, is a little -less than
2.5 percent of the $2.5 billion, so we are not talking about a wide range
percentagewise. . I 'One of the reasons given--one of the fears expressed about giving
this power to the President is that we are in effect giving him an item
veto and that he, therefore, will be expected to elimmate' complete
programs, which is the meaning of an item veto. If you use an item
veto you -have to eliminate programs. That is the nature of the word.

As you: work on your plans, is it your theory that you are going to
operate on the item veto base and begin to slash programs out of the
Federal Patterns?

Mr. WFTNBFAROER. No, sir; there is no authority to destroy or remove
authorization and there is no intention to do it in this kind of-process.
This is not an item veto. As you correctly pointed out, an -item veto
tAkes a program off the statute books and this certainly doeg, not do



that,. It brings out, as the Senators have pointed out, it authorizes an
$18 billion increase in spending over the fiscal year just closed, and
that certainly does not 'require nor contemplate the elimination of
programs or zeroing apropriations or anythin _ of the kind. Theitem veto is something that is very familiar to anyone who has worked
in State government and this is certainly not that.

Seriator BENNE'. Senator Jordan has the feeling, and I can under-
stind why he feels as he does, that perhaps the best way to assert or
maintain the power of Congress is to require, when you cut one pro-
gram you cut them all by the same amount; and I think I recognize
the difficulties you would face.

I can see an office with maybe an administrator and onestenographer
as part of a small program and if you were required to make a slash you
"might. find that you would get into trouble.

Have you considered the possible range of reductions which you
might suggest as a safeguard? In other words, if we were to write the
legislation and say the President's power stops at a reduction of 20
percent or 25 percent of any given program, would this cause prob-
lems for you?

Mr. WEINBEROER. Well, I think it would, sir. There are in excess of
1,450 programs, the last time I looked, and they are very widely dif-
fered, both with their characteristics, their requirements, the way and
rate at which the money is spent and a great many other factors,Let me just mention one without the slightest reason for anyone
to suppose that we are looking at this one for any reductions or-not, but
let me mention one to illustrate the difference in characteristics. If
all of the irban renewal programs were stopped yesterday, it would be
22 months before there would be any reduction in outlays whatsoever
because of the commitments that have been made many years in the
past carrying us forward many years into the future.

This spending ceiling would probably apply to outlays and we do
have a very serious set of problems if the minute you find a program or
decide upon a cut that can properly be sustained" in that program, and
that turns out to be 7.9 percent, and that means you then have to apply
7.9 percent across 1,400 programs

Senator BENNrr. That is not my point. I am very sorry.
Mr. WEINBEROER. That is what we believe is called on in this proposal

you were discussing.
Senator BNNE-r. I am sorry. I will start over.
Suppose we say to you, you may select the programs in which you

think reductions are necessary but in no case in any single program
may you cut more than x percent. You can cut one program; you can
cut 1,300 programs but ih no case can you take a single program and cut
more than x percent.

Mr. W9IBEROER. Again, Senator, the complexity and variety, num-
bers of the Federal programs are such that it would be impossible for
m to answer you right now and it would involve a whole subsidiary
list of considerations and calculations that I d6n't think would be par-
ticularly productive because the problem would be that we would be,
perliaps- stopping artificially in some areas and requiring our atten-
tions to be transferred elsewhere, whereas, without alimitation of that
kind necessary reductions could be made in some without requiring
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other programs tW be toiiched. In a reduction exercise of this kild, as
-thp IIoue agreed, the desirable thing if iyouare going t*: resort to it to

hold Spending at a particular level, neewarily has to-bW the flexibility
of; the administration of it. This is why,. I think a limitation of that
kind would be, frankly, very cumbersome find not really particularly
productive because it would in many casqs require yu to movo Ilto
other program areas that might not be necessary otherwise,.

Seiator 3Bixxm-r. Well, this communication is a little difficult: for
we because I don't see why a decision that you -will not cut inore than
20 percent in program X or more than 20 percent any program forces
you to look at costs in other programs.

Mr. WEINBERoER. Well, because, Senator, you may not get enough
of a reduction of that kind in the programs that would be most sus-
ceptible to or most possible in which to make reductions, and if you
didn't get enough to get into 250 because we.don't know how much we
will have to go. As you know, we have indicated the magnitude we are
loooking at now and if additional cuts are necessary, a straitjacket
of that kind or.a, limitation of that kind might well require you to do
so much with this program and that wouldn't be enough and so you
would have to look around to fid others. :

Obviously, if the percentage were set. high enough, the difficulty of
that problem would-be minimized. I donut know at this point without
a lot of computer runs and other additional information at what point
would, a percentage figure be. large enough to give the necessary
flexibility. Again, because we don't know the magnitude of the amount
needed, and it will vary as the estimates change during the balance of
the fiscal year, it would be very difficult to give a specific percentage fig-

ro that would be safe to set as the limit, but, obviously, in that kind of
an approach the higher the percentage permitted the. less sum of the
problems of administration thet I have outlined would arise.

Senator BvvNEPr=. Would it, be ap easier program to administer
than the program suggested by the Senator from Idaho?

Mr. WIRINBGER. I think somewhat, yes, sir.,
Senator BEsNv7n, Depending again on from the point at which the

limit is set?
Mr. WINBEROER. Yes. Again, I don't think-I know the goal that

is sought by both, and that is to retain additional congressional control.
We dofi't object to the goal. We don't. think either of these proposals
would achieve any progress toward that goal. At the same time, it
would add substantially and we think unnecessarily in view of the
fact that it won't move you any closer to the goal, to the administrative
problems involved in this task.

Senator BExNNrr. That is all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. As T understand your answer to Senator Bennett's

question. you are not asking for what would amount to an item veto?
Mr. WVEiBRoER, This is not an item veto.
The CHAIRUAN. In other words, you are not asking for the right

just to completely abolish a particular program'or two but only to
make reductions?

Mr. WmNBEROER. That is correct; and the amount of leeway, the
amount of increase in spending between fiscal years 1972 and 1973 that
this would permit, I flunk, would make that self-evident.
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The CHAIRMAN. Now, my guess is liat the Congress would be willing
foyou to make as much reduction as you want to Imake in some of the
progl'a .ni that the administration has t0 go to great pain to get passed
and which Congress doesit think a great deal of anyway, such as the
reign aid program.My guess is they ape probably Willing to let you

hold all of it and have an item Veto oin that if you wanted to, hold it
all, because Congress hasn't found that much appeal to it. Troops to
Europe-if you bring them all home and hand them some civilian
clothes anid save all that money. There are a couple Of items--Congress
will give you complete cooperation.'

Mr. WINlERGER. That in and of itself, would cost a substantial
amot1t not only in immedIate dollars but in ultimate outlays.

The CIAinMAN. If you call them home and discharge them--I don't
think it would-just a one-shot proposition. Just make a reduction in
the number of troops you have in the armed services and reduce them
by, the number you bring home, bring all but one or two divisions
back from Europe and haid them their walking papers and say thank
you!very much fellows, We don't need you any longer. Some of the,
President's foreign affairs initiatives may succeed to the extent that
that will be possible but certainly that by itself won't reach us, the
$6 billion which at this point we think we need.Well, I understand- the House bill now does say, "The President
shall, not withstanding the provisions of any other law, reserve from
expenditure and net lending' from other appropriations or other obli-
gational authority heretofore or hereafter made available, such
amounts as,, may 'be necessary to effectuate the provisions of sub-
section. (a

As I understand it. that, in effect, amounts to an item veto.
Mr. WRINBERoE. No, sir: an item veto would strike a program com-

pletely out of the statute books and would require the Congress to
reenact it.

The CHARMAN. I mean an item veto of the dollar amouiht that the
Congress provided for.

AMr. xNr0'EOR. Well, this spending ceiling would be in effect for
the balance of the fiscal year and under the terms of this the President
could make the necessary ieductions in total outlays to get into the
amount stated by the Cbngress at $250 billion.

The CxAumA'x. But, as I understand it, though, if a particular pro-
gram, a program that would cost, say. $100 million, or it can be any
particular item-forestry research. Under this bill, the President could
say, "I am going to save $100 million," to pick a figure, "that program
goes; for the time being we think we could do without it." That would
be within his power under this to take a particular item and simply
spend nothing on it if he wanted to.

Mr. W u-zwI.REn.tt. The authority to make such reductions as' seem to
he necessary in the vrrious programs to get the $250 billion would be
therv, yes. But. the problem, I think, which Chairman Mills pointedout very clearly n the floor of the House yesterday. is that this is the
President of the United States, in addition to thoseduties lie is'also tle
leader of one of our two great political parties and I think W e have to
look at it, as I say, realistically and understand that these ar eery hard
and difficult decisions. It is a totally different approach than we had
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4 years ago When a President of the United States vigorously resisted
the Congress forcing this kind of power on him, resisting until he got
holes punched hi the ceiling. It should be realized that this is not a
power or an authority that any President or any political leaders is
going to court; it is only sought because it is considered to be the abso-
lute,last resort necessary to prevent another punishing round of infla-
tion or higher taxes and the President has said a vote for this spending
ceiling is a way to avoid higher taxes.'

The CUAIRMAN. We have a legal debate whether the President can
impound funds and that has been going on as far back as I can recall.

Mr. WINBERoER. Further.
The CAIRMAN. We have had it under previous Presidents and I

recall we have a legal hiatus where we pass a law and the President
signs it. It says the President shall spend this money for this particular
purpose which theoretically is a requirement 64) him.

I recall when we had the'Sugar Act, the provision that those of us on
the Senate side agreed to reluctantly because we felt without it we
couldn't have a bi l; it said the President shall buy a certain amount of
sugar from the Dominican Republic. We felt that that was mandatory;
he -ad no choice about it and we weren't happy about it on this side.
It was either that or no sugar bill and President Eisenhower at that
time didn't do it. He decided they can't do anything but impeach me
and I don't think they have that many votes. 'hat was the only recourse
Congress had even though the law said lie should, and that hiatus, of
course, remains-the power of Congress to-make the President speid
money for something Congress thinkshe ought to do or on balance one
house can iml)ose on the other to require.
-Now, under this there would be no doubt legally lie has the right to

decline to spend any of the money on any of these items as I understand
it; is that correct?

Mr. WEINBERGER. The language would give him the authority to take
the reduction actions necessary to get. into the $250 billion range for the
remaining 7%p or 8 months of the fiscal year'. The provision would ex-
pire at that time and the provision, of course could be changed by an
act of Congress within that time; but during the period of time as
granted by the provision which the House passed yesterday, he would
have tie authority to make reductions necessary to get into that range
for this fiscal year, leaving all of those programs, leaving all of tie
authorization on the statute books and obviously not with any author-
ity to change programs or to change authority.

The CHAIRMAN. You reckon you would be willing to trust M1r. Mc-
Govern with this same amount of authority?

Mr. WEINERGER. Well, the point, I gather, from Senator Mc-
Govern's speeches, to the extent I have had an opportunity to read
them, is that he would like the power to increase this about 100 percent.

The CHAIR~rAN. Well, my understanding is lie proposes to reduce
your defense spending to the point that this administration thinks
would be totally irresponsible. The figure is $'22 billion.

Mr. WINBERGER. $33 billion; we agree.
The C AIRMAN. Please understand I am not recommending that. I

frankly think it is too deep a cut.
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Mr.- W WIaMB ER. We agree that that would be totally irrespon-
- sible. The President has said, so many times and many others have

said it for him and quit clearly, reductions of that kind in that amount
are not in any sese contemplated under this action for the remaining

'_8 months of tKisfiscal year.
The CHAIRMAN. Please keep in mind as far as I am concerned most

of us southerners can at least make a gesture of being statesmen about
this matter. Usually we southerners are out no matter who is in, so we
can usually try-to be bip artisan or nonpolitical.

Secretary SIuLTZ. Usually when I look up in testimony and say,.
"Mr. Chairman," I set a southerner. I don't know how far out you arc.

The CORIMAx. But the thought that occurs to this Senator is, I just
wonder if you would be recommending this if Mr. McGovern were
going to have this same authority to makes these reductions next year?

Secretary SHULrz. Well, Senator, that is a very, I hope, hypotheti-
cal question and one that we wouldn't, have any real opportunity at
this point to consider. If that should happen, the Congress could
chaiige it. just as rapidly as the bill could be passed, which could be
veily rIid sometimes.

Vh6C AIMAN. If I understand the answer though, you are not
recommending that Mr. McGovern have that authority?

Secretary SHuLTZ. No; we are not representing Mr. McGovern.
The 0IA RMiAx. Well, now, how would you feef about it if we were

to say that you could make a reduction of 30 percent if you wanted
to on these, on certain items, and then on items Congress doesn't seem
to place the highest priority, and then on certain other categories of
items you wout ahlke it a 20-percent cut and 10-percent cut on the
items Congress thinks-where Congress is a little less willing to trust
the President's discretion because it tends to mean more to citizens
of individual States and the Congress is fearful in an election year
the President would tend to make big cuts?

Secretary SIIULTZ. The difficulty with that is we don't know and no
one will know, including the Congriess or anyone, until a substantial
period of time has elapsed what will be the magnitude, the size, of
the reductions required. Unquestionably, they will vary as we proceed
through the fiscal year and as we get different estimates of require-
ments of programs over which none of us has any control. If you have
a sliding scale set of reductions that can and cannot be -made, first of
all you might well find yourself in the situation where the sliding scale
canceled out the direction of the Congress to reach.$250 billion--on the
left hand order and on the right hand take away. You won't have ac-
complished any of the economic policy results that you need. And,
as I indicated to Senator Bennett, it would add substantially to the
difficulties of administering a program without accomplishing any real
results. I know the goal again here would be to try to say that in the
example you gave that you could only cut 30 percent from such and
such a program, You would be under the impression at that time that
this would leave w amount of dollars for that program. It might very
well not because we don't have any idea what this particular program s
requirement would turn out to be as We proceed through the fiscal
year. So you would not be adding to your own congressional control
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OVier this particular item: you would be adding greatly to th6-ctimbor-
someness and.awkwardniess of the administration and you might Well
be riiaking it inpossibletreach a :goal-which by definition if we en-.
acted'it' ceiling of this- kind we feel Would be necessary.

The CHAIRMAN. I, had one otl," thought I would like to addressto Mi'. Shultz. .. '

Suppose you started making these reductions and you felt it was
adding to unemployment afid you were rapidly moving back upabove
the 6.4-percent unemployment rate; Suppose ou are economizing,
inVa recession, what attitudewohld yot take at that point?

'Secretary Sf-ULTZ Well I think, first of all, the unemployment
ilte is, too high' and' it is not, 6.4 percent. The most recent, reading
was 5.5 percent,

The CrATRMAX I was referring to the 6.4 you said you inherited.
Secretary Siuurz. That wa§ the rate of iriation we inherited.,
-Thb CXImAM N. I Um sorry. What is the highest unemployment

rate you havA had during this administration? -

Secretary 9 jtu1Z. Thisiis exactly what we fear would happen; we
would return to that situation unless we are able to ge-

The CHAIRMANi What was the highest Unemployment rate ? What
was it at the time.the President in August, about a year ago, asked for
this new economic program, which. was a drastic change from what
his, policy had been prior to that time.

Secretary Snm,'z. The unemployment rate was running on the
order Of 6 percent; it was 6.1..
Tie CHAIRMAN. Now, suppose you found thatithis spending limita-

tion and-the action in.pursuance of it were putting the unemployment
back up to the point that caused the President to ask for a complete
change of Federal policy with regard to taxes, what we, in effect, had
was repeal of all of the'biggest items of the Tax Reform Act in order
to help move the economy again., What would you do about that I

Secretary SziULTZ. The economy is now, moving forward very
strongly; all statistics sh, w that, and the virtually universal'expecta-
tion is that it, will contimie to do so throughout this fiscal year. So we"
dont see that there is-any prospect-of a sudden cessation of that rate
of, expansion and if the 'rate of expansion continues as strongly as it
has, we expect-that the rate of unemployment will continue to decline
as it has in the past year'so far. So we'dont see any prospectof-.The CUAIRMAN. The question is- ,- .. .

,Secretary S uumv If we. suddenly' had a big shift, naturally we
would want to come back and look:at the- ' ...

,Mr. WINBER E R. I wonder if: I might add, it; woild stnrtleJohn
Maynard Keynes if we h4d-an $18 billion increase in Federal spending
thait could result in increased' unemployment.

The CHA1RXAN. Well,- it-would seem to ne that $25 billion cut in
spending might oirate some r al problems i the economy.Secretary S 'wurz,:We are talking here aouta bdget with an $18
bilion: increase in spending; better than 71-percent increase in srDend-
ing is What we are iaOkinig about. comparing,1972-. and 1973, So ji. it iavery large increase. :We are taking about a budget deficit fQr whic6.
we, -were being belabored hepre i wile ago on the order of $25 billion.
which is largej;id here we are with an economy that, in the second



quarter, moved up at a rate of, I think, 9.2 percent, a fantastic rate of
real growth. All of the indications around and the things that tell you
what is going to happen in the future, are that we are moving tip very
strongly.I

The CuA l A .Senator Fulbright hasn't had a chance to partici-
pate.

Senator FuLBRIGIIT. I apologize; I had to leave.
The last statement, Mr. Shultz, "fantastic rate of real growth," what

do you mean by that I
Secretary SHULTZ. Well, if you take a gross national product and

then make an- allowance for the extent of price increases, you are left
with the amount of growth that is real, that is not just attributable to
inflation.

Senator FULBPmiT. Growth of what? What do you think the GNP
measures?

Secretary SHULTZ. It measures the gross output of the economy.
Senator FULBRIOHT. It doesn't measure the wealth of the country;

does it?
Secretary SHULTz. It doesn't; it is "not a balance sheet type-_-
Senator 'FULBRIOUT. Does it measure anything other than the acti%'-

ity, the sales and purchases? It doesn't measure output of tangible
goods; does it I

Secretary SHULz. Ohyes.
Senator FULBRIOUT. Oh, no. When you hire a policeman to stand

watch on the Russian Embassy to prevent it. being bombed, does that
couft in the GNP b

Secretary SHULTZ. In the GNP accounts, Government spending
counts as something that contributes to the totql flow of goods and
services.
Senator FULBRIGHT. If a private company hires someone to gather

garbage and dispose of it, and it is very expensive, does that add to
the GNPI

Secretary SnuLrz. If it has not been done before.
Secretary FuLBP Oirr. I mean, all it measures is activity. I think it

is a measurement to try to make people believe we are that much
richer. The more crime we have the more GNP, the more gambling the
more GNP. If it goes to a higher rate, the GNP goes up to a higher
rate?

Secretary SHULTZ. No, sir; I think it works is the reverse mamer:
That is, a crime tends to be disruptive to the flow of commerce and I
think-

Senator FuLBRIoHT. Because of controlling crime you add to the
GNPI

Secretary SHULTZ. You will find that-for instance, I remember
working on this in Chicago when I was there--you find that the busi-
ness people operating in the downtown area are very interested in re-
ducing the crime around their stores.

Senator FUULIUOUT. You shifted the whole purpose. That isn't what
we are talking about. I am not advocating crime. I am only indicating
GNF is not a reliable measurement of the wealth of the country and I
don't think it is, and I just wanted to point that out.
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Secretary SIIULTZ. I think it is. I agree with you that it is not a
sufficient measure by a long shot. We need to have other measures of
welfare, various kinds.

Senator FULBRIGHT. You only said that. I didn't mean to get off on
that.

I wanted to disagree with 31r. Weinberger that substantial cuts in
the military are as clear as possible. I think the principal reason we
are in such difficulty is the excessive expenditure on the military over
the last 25 years.

It is right interesting that in the 11 years from 1954 to 1964, the
number of dollars expenditure of our Government went up only $'26
billion, $26.8 billion; since then it has gone up $150 billion and you
list-

Mr. VFINiEROEII. We left military spending relatively level for
31/2 years and we have added $60 billion to the budget, so we have not
really substantively shortened other programs.

Senator Ft'LBROIIT. Do you know how much, Mr. Weinberger, wp
have spent in the military since World War II?

Mr. WIEIXBEROER. Not in total but we can certainly add it up for you.
Senator FurLBmRIG . I)o you have any estimate in mind?
Mr. WIrNINBEROER. No; I don't.
Senator FULmRIOTIT. I had the Library of Congress look it up and

it is about $1,400 billion. Would you say that is not in the ball park?
Mr. ' X'EINBERGER. Well, Senator, I would say that we are here today

and one of the problems that we have with military spending is that
if we make a mistake it is totally irrelevant for any other purpose
for the rest of our lives and our children's lives and it is very hard
to make judgments in this field that we are doing too much or too
little. We have programs of this size and my experience has been that
any governmental activity br private activity of this size can prob-
ably be done for somewhat less without notable loss to the mission,
but I certainly think that there are substantial concerns about cuts
of the kind that have been proposed of that special nature that would,
for example, strip- you, leaving you, in effect, one navel base for the
entire fleet, or in a situation where the leaders of the various countries
won't even bother to respond to the President's request for talks.

Senator FULBUIGHT. Mr. Weinberger, I know from past experience
that the Budget Bureau or OMB has taken the position that they
don't inquire into the reasonableness of the military budget.

Mr. WEIN-BERGER. That is totally inaccurate and has been for 21/
years that I have been there and the years Mr. Shultz has been there.

Senator FULBRIGHT. And get whatever they want. That is perfectly
well known.

Mr. WEIXBEROER. Well, it may be perfectly well known but it is
totally incorrect.

Senator FULBRIGOIT. It is not incorrect.
Mr. VEINBEROER. It certainly is during the time I have had to do

with the Office of Management and Budget or the time Mr. Shultz
has been there, and I am quite sure in the past.

Senator FULBRIOnT. Mr. Weinberger, did the Congress appropriate
more in fiscal 1972 than was requested by the President?

Mr. VEINBEROER. Fiscal 1972?
Senator FuimoHr. I thought you would know this.
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Mfr. WEINBERGER. I mentioned we can get it. I mentioned a moment
ago that it is within the appropriation on process which I assume is
what you are referring to, the action on the 14 appropriation bills.
That, historically is a little over or a little tinder what the President
requested and I do not recall whether it was a little over or a little
under in 1972, but it is a very small part of the iceberg as far as the
total Federal spending program is concerned.

vow Senator FULBRIOIIT. I only asked a simple question: Did the Con-
gress appropriate more than the President requested?

Mr. WEINBEROER. We will get the exact figure for you shortly.
Senator FULBRIGHIT. You don't know?
Mr. WVEINBEROER. I guess it is a little over or a little under.
Senator FULBRIOnT. Do you know in the current year, although it

is not finally completed, have we appropriated more than you fave
requested?

Alr. WEINBERGER. In the current year the defense and military con-
struction bill was reduced by the Senate, the budget authority was
reduced.

Senator FULBRIGHT. I don't mean to name each one of them. Don't
you have an overall total ?

Mr. WEINBERoR. The overall total appropriation bills that have
thus far been enacted, as I mentioned some time ago, exceeds the Presi-
dent's request by $700 million.

Senator FULBRIGT. Exceeds it?
Mr. WEINBERGER. So far, but you haven't acted on defense and you

haven't acted on military construction.
Senator FvLBRIGHT. You mean the final amount on defense has not

been acted upon?
Mr. WEINBERGER. That is correct.
Senator FULBRIGHT. Yesterday's paper said that they had agreed

upon it although it hasn't been submitted to each House.
Mr. WEI BEROER. I haven't seen it yet.
Senator FULBRIGOlT. It was agreed upon. Wasn't it in yesterday's

paper?
lienator TALMNIADGE. I don't recall.
Senator FUiBRoIGiT. The conferees had agreed upon it but it hadn't

been submitted.
Senator BYRD. Yes.
Senator FULBRIGIIT. Is that more or less than the President

requested?
Mr. WEINBERGER. I think that is a little less.
Senator FULBRIGIHT. The reason I asked you that, the impression

has gone out that the Congress has insisted upon spending a lot more
than the President wants to spend.

Mr. WEINBERGER. The Congress, without attempting to fix blame,
the total action and inaction of the Congress has tus far added $9.5
billion to the amount of spending deficit that was contemplated at the
time the President's budget was submitted. In addition, there are
pending in the Senate 14 bills, sending requests that would be ad-

itions to that that have not yet thus far been all enacted, so I am not
trying to fix blame here, Senator, but to concentrate on the 14 appro-
priation bills and neglect the other bills that require spending, gives a
very small part of the total story.
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Senator FULBRIIHT. Have you already discussed the proposal for pro
rata cut that you sought?

Mr. WEINBEROER. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBRIOIIT. And you are opposed to that?
Mr. WEINBEROER. Yes, sir.
Senator FuLBRIoIIT. And you have discussed the limitation of so

much percentage?
Mr. WrTEINBER(V:'R. Yes, sir.
Senator FuLBIT. Are you opposed to that?
Mr. WEINBER pR. Yes, sir.
Senator FULBIOIIT. Have you submitted a hypothetical example as

to how you would propose to cut, assuming this bill is passed
Mr. WVEINBERGER. No.
Senator FtLBRTOI1T. Why niot? Haven't you considered one?
Mr. WFviEiioiGit. No, we have considered various individual recom-

mnendations that we would make to the President but lie hasn't had an
opportunity to see those. 'We don't know the total that is required. We
know it will be a shifting total and we have not completed the neces-
sary review of all of the Federal Government activities to submit our
recommendations to the President.

Senator FuLurrGHT. Don't you think you should submit to the com-
mittee a proposal that this is what you would propose to do, assuming
this bill is passed?
Mr. WEINBERoER. I perhaps erroneously assumed the debate would

immediately degenerate into a discussion of the individual merits of
each individual item in the list, whatever it might be. We would be
back in the same box that we are now and we would have the same
problems that we have now that have made necessary the request for
a spending ceiling.

I think in any up and down vote on specific proposal to reduce a
specific program which has its own constituency and its own sup-
porters and so on, the result over the years has, and that is the reason
for the figures we have here before us, always goes against any specific
reduction. What we are talking about is a proposal to get away from
that, to get into a consideration of overall totals and overall fiscal
policy of the Government and to give the Congress some control over
all fiscal policy.

Senator FULBRIGIIT. What would be your position if we gave this
-- authority to cut it subject to a subsequent approval? In other words.

you go back into the first of January and submit to the Congress a
proposal for cutting it and that be subject, as the reorganization plan
is, to the approval?

Mr. 1XEINBEROER. That is subject to the same infirmities I mentioned
a moment ago. This gets you back into an individual, up and down road
on whether this program or that program should be reduced and in-
evitably all of the discussions would focus on this program and that
program and none of the debate or discussion I am afraid would con-
sider the overall total. It hasn't in the past and that is why we feel a
spending ceiling that does concentrate on the total is the only way to
accomplish this, as we see it, desirable economic policy.

Senator FuiBaInorr. And that the President be given complete free-
dom as to how he would allocate the cut--that is your position?
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Senator FULBRIGPIT. No restrictions?
Mr. WEINBEROER. The bill that the House passed is before you and

I don't want to interpret it. I think that it is clear and it is short and
it is simple and as passed by the House it gives the kind of assurance
that we think is necessary if we can get to and stay at $250 billion
this fiscal year.

The OH MMAN. Any further questions of this witness, gentlemen?
Senator BYRD. Mr. Chairman-
The CnAmmMAN. Senator Byrd?
Senator BYRD. I had not planned further comment or questions but

I am prompted to do -so by the exchange between Mr. Shultz and
Senator Ribicoff.

Mr. Secretary, do you foresee an increase in the inflationary spiral?
Is there an increase taking place in the inflationary spiral?

Secretary SHiuLTz. No, sir; not right now. I don't believe so.
Senator Bmn. In the third quarter of this year, wholesale prices

rose at a 6.7-percent annual rate. This can be compared with 4.9 per-
cent for the previous two quarters. Is that considered inflationary?

Secretary SHUVzz. No, sir; two numbers, one opposed against the
other-

Senator BYRD. I begyour pardon?
Secretary SHmTz. When you pose those two numbers one against

the other, you certainly can make that inference. There are many other
indicators of what is happening to prices and I think on the whole.
sale price index you have to take it a part and study the components.

Senator BYRD. Do you consider the fgure that I cited-and I think
it is correct; if it isn't you can correct me-as inflationary?

Secretary SHuLTZ. Well, I don't think that the wholesale price in.
dex by itself is an adequate indication of the inflation problem
throughout the country.

Senator BnRw. Well, now, let's take another item: Increasing ac-
cumulation of inventories. Is that another sign of rising inflationary
pressure ?

Secretary Siiurz. No, sir; I think that the rising rate of accumula-
tion of inventories is something that you expect to see in the expan-
sion process and, as a matter of fact, it has been rather delayed and
is just beginning to come. In many ways I suppose as we look to the
future the fact that the expansion we have has not been dependent
on big inventory boom is probably a healthy thing.

Senator BYRD. You do not regard that as inflationary?
Secretary Siruurz. No; not in and of itself. I don't want to give that

impression from this exchange, and I don't know exactly what it is
you are getting at-

Senator Bym. I am trying to find out whether or not we are in an
inflationary spiral; whether the inflation is increasing.

Secretary SHiTaZ. I think as of the moment we have a good strong
posture against inflation but we also have a Federal spending level-

Senator BYRD. Let's get back.
Secretary SHiJLTz. That is ready to go off the trolly and I think if

it does we will reverse all of the good trends.
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Senator BYRD. I want to get into that later'but I want to try to find
out from you-you are the Secretary of the Treasury, you are the man
who is in the best position to know, and all I want is your judgment
what we have to ac on, and I need some judgment there.

In your judgment, are we or are we not in a period where the in-
flationary aspects are increasing?

Secretary SIIULTZ. Over the past 3 years I think we have had a gen-
eral decline in the rate of inflation.

Sena r BYRD. I am talking about from this point on.
SecrefarTy SiuTZ. And the result of that and the result of the vari-

ous things connected with new economic policy has led people to have
somewhat reduced expectations about the future of inflation but we
have a long way to go; we have a genuine inflation problem and I
think that the matters we are talking about right now will have a lot
to do with how well we make out in the future.

Senator B-mD. Do you regard the rise in outstanding consumer credit
to be inflationary?

Secretary SHuLTZ. Well, I think that perhaps this is what you are
getting at: Certainly as an economy expands there is a tendency for
markets to tighten and, therefore, the pressures on prices as dem'nand
rises to be greater. You have that side of the coin. On the other hand,
as an economy expands rapidly, as ours did in the second quarter and
has so far this year, you tend to get a very rapid rate of increase in
productivity and that balanced against wage rate increases tends to
keep labor costs down and to remove a lot of the upward push on prices
that you otherwise get.

Senator BYRD. Total consumer credit increased by 12 percent from
July 1971, to July 1972. In this last 3 months, however, consumer credit
has increased at an annual rate in excess of 16 percent. Do you regard
that as inflationary?

Secretary STULTz. Well, I regard it as a sign of consumer confi-
dence in expansion.

Senator BYRD. You do not regard it as inlfationary?
Secretary SnTLTZ. Not in and of itself.
Senator BYRD. In recent months there has also been a rise, again, in

interest rates; this is true both for long-term and short-term interest
rates. Do you regard this as inflationary?

Secretary SiULTZ. I think long-term interest rates particularly are
an index of people's sentiment about inflation and when they are ris-
ing that isn't necessarily all attributable to changed expectations about
inflation, but that is a good danger sign to look at.

Now, we have had-
Senator BYRD. You do regard that as one of the signs of inflation?
Secretary SnurTz. That is an indicator and I think, however, inter-

est rate increases on longer term obligations have been moderate and
in the last month those interest rates have been quite stable; but I think
that we are right at a testing time right now.

Senator BYnw. There has been increased pressure on the money
supply. From October 1971, to August 1972, basic money increased by
5 percent but the estimated increase between August and September
of this year is at an annual rate of 7 percent.

Do you regard that inflationary?
Secretary SimuTz. Well, the problem of managing the money supply

is something that the Federal Reserve is charged with and it is a diffi-
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cult matter and I would just rather not get involved in making com-
ments about that.

•Senator BY"o. I am not suggesting that you say whether the Fed-
eral Reserve is right or wrong; all I am asking you, as in economist-
you are an economist; have been in business all of your life; you are
Secretary of the Treasury testifying on a.vitally important matter
before the committee-is whether in your judgment you feel that is
inflationary.

Secretary SxIuLTz. A long standing rate of increase in the money
supply of the general order you mention would certainly add to
inflation.

Now, I think that one has to recognize that the Federal Reserve
doesn't operate independently of what is going on with the Federal
budget-that is, they are independent in the sense they have to do what
they think is right, but the demand that the Federal Government
makes on the financial. markets are an element that the Federal Re-
serve has to consider and we cannot expect them to carry the whole
load in controlling inflation.

Senator BYRD. That is correct and that is why I have felt that a
major cause, if not the major cause, of inflation is the tremendous in-
crease in deficits that the Government has been running, beginning
with the Johnson administration and continuing in this administration.

Secretary SiuiuTz. Well, we have been through this before several
times and I don't know how much you want to repeat it, but I do think
there is a big difference between -

Senator BinD. That is the reason I opened this colloquy again, your
reply to Senator Ribicoff.

Secretary SiiuTz. I was afraid of that.
Senator BYRD. I am not that partisan. Lyndon Johnson would be

very surprised- if he were to hear me toda-y.'I condemned him for his
deficits, and I condemn the deficits of t'he present administration,
which, whether you use the unified budget or whether you use the
Federal funds budget, are twice the deficits that the Johnson admin-
istration ran in its last 4 years. The deficits in your 4 years will be
double the Johnson deficits, and you say that the .Johnson deficits, are
inflationary but the Nixon administration deficits are not inflationary?

Secretary SHtULTZ. Well, could I offer you one-
Senator ByrD. I believe that is a very partisan outlook. I am not

that much of a partisan, although I am very much inclined toward
President Nixon.

Secretary SjiuLTz. Could I offer you one bit of evidence on the point?
The rate of inflation was increasing during the. period of the Johnson

deficits and it has been decreasing in the period of the Nixon deficits.
Senator BYD. Well, then, what you are saying is that the Nixon

deficits are antiinflationary I I
Secretary SHuLrz. No, sir; I am just saying that it is a point of some

validity to measure outlays against full employment revenues as dis-
tinct from all revenues.

Senator Bymn. The fact is that the accumulated deficits of the 4
years of the Nixon administration, ending next June 30, will be double
the first years of President Johnson. Whether you put that on a uni-
fied basis or put it on a Federal fund basis, the fact is, and you have
testified to this earlier today, that when this current fiscal year ends,
that approximately 25 percent of the total Federal debt will'have been
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accumulated during the 4 years ending next June 30. You spoke in a
very laudatory way a few minutes ago to Senator Ribicoff about how
the administration encouraged these deficits in 1971 and you certainly
did encourage them; you wanted it done; you encouraged the Con-
gress to go into deficit spending, and I submit the-Congress doesn't
need much encouragement. It is like putting a rabbit in_ the lettuce
patch; you don't need to encourage the Congress to spend; you stimu-
lated all of this by saying we believe in deficit spending. You got it
and now you come in and want the Congress to save you from it, I
I I don't know. Anyway, I wouldn't have brought this up except
tag up with senator Ribicoff.

Secretary SHUrLz. Senator Ribicoff brought it up.
Senator Bmn. I just think that you have got something to be

worried about; I think the country has something to be worried about,
and I think the Congress and the administration have something to
be worried about when, in 4 years, 25 percent of the total accumulated
deficit of this country, going back to the beginning of the country,
has occurred.

I think it is a highly dangerous thing and I am going to, I think,
support your proposal because I think it is one of the only things we
can do right now, but I blame the administration just as much as I
blame the Congress. I think the Congress is reckless and I think the
administration was reckless when they came in here and said we don't
want a Keynesian budget; we want more deficits. By golly, you got
more deficits.

Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent to insert in the record a
table that I prepared, "Deficits in Federal Funds and Interest on the
National Debt, 1954-1978, Inclusive."

(The table referred to by Senator Byrd follows:)
DEFICITS IN FEDERAL FUNDS AND INTEREST ON THE NATIONAL DEBT, 1954-73, INCLUSIVE

(In billions of dollars

Surplus (+)
or Debt

Receipts Outlays defiit(-) interest

1954 ....................................................... 62.8 65.9 -3.1 6.4
1955 ....................................................... 58.1 62.3 -4.2 6.4
1956 ......................................... 65.4 63.8 +1.6 6.8
1957 ...................................................... 68.8 67.1 +1.7 7.2
1958 ....................................................... 66.6 69.7 -3.1 7.6
1959 ....................................................... 5.8 77.0 -11.2 7.6
1960 ........-------------------------------- 75.7 74.9 +.8 9.2
1961 ....................................................... 75.2 79.3 -4.1 9.0
1962 ....................................................... 8. 6.6 -6.9 9.1
1963------------------------------------------8....... 3.6 90.1 -6.5 9.9
1964 ....................................................... 87.2 95.8 -8.6 10.7
1965 ...................................................... 90.9 94.8 -3.9 11.4
1966 .......................... ........... 101.4 106.5 -5.1 12.0
1967 ............. ............................ 111.8 126.8 -15.0 13.4
1968 ....................................................... 114.7 143.1 -28.4 14.6
1969 ...................................................... 143.3 148.8 -5.5 16,6
1970 ...................................................... 143.2 156.3 -13.1 19.3
1971 ....................................................... 133.7 163.7 -30.0 20.8
1972 ....................................................... 149.0 178.0 -29.0 21.2
1973 ..................................................... . 152.6 190. 4. -37.8 22.7

20-year total ................................................ . 1,929.5 2,140.9 211.4 241.9

1 Estimated figures.

Source: Office of Mansement and Budget and Treasury Department.



Senator Byiw. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHARMAN. Any further questions I
Senator NEmoN. I lust am puzzled by something. The presentation

of this request several times y the President and the administration
spokesman has been presented in a way to tell the public somehow or
other the Congress has been irresponsible in their spending and the
President fiscally responsible, showing restraint, and that is why we
have to have the $250 billion spending ceiling.

Just about 2 or 3 weeks ago the Congress passed the President's
revenue sharing proposal. Ironically, the revenue sharing proposal
cost just about exactly what you gentlemen estimate you are going to
have to cut off the budget in order to hold the $250 billion. Revenue
sharing will be about $33 billion of the Federal deficit in the next 5
years, around $6 billion a year. The President said he didn't want to
increase taxes to pay for that.

There were some of us in Congress who thought the President's po-
sition was fiscally, irresponsible and I proposed a tax increase to pay
for it and when we couldn't get that adopted, when the President
wouldn't support any proposal for tax increase to pay for it, I voted
against the revenue sharing despite the fact that the cities and my
State government did very well.

Now, the President is asking for authority to cut what you estimate
to be $6 billion, almost identical to the amount of the President's own
revenue sharing bill.

My question is, Why didn't the President be responsibile and ask
Congress to pass the tax to pay for the revenue sharing which they
would have done if the President would have backed them?

Why didn't he do that? Then you wouldn't have to be in here with
your request for a spending ceiling limit of $250 billion.

Secretary SHULTZ. I think, first, I would point out that the revenue
sharing proposals of the President were budgeted; they are in the
President's budget. The original budget was $246.3 billion outlays. We
have increased this ceiling-the President has increased the ceiling to
$250 billion to a considerable extent reflecting the fact that the revenue
sharing outlay for fiscal 1972 is going to wind up in fiscal 1973 and so
that needs to be taken into account. But the President had budgeted
the revenue sharing item and he feels, as he has stated on many occa-
sions, that if we can now control spending and keep it within the $250
billion limits--which we feel can be done all right--that we will be
able to avoid a tax increase. So in his thinking and our thinking the
control of spending is linked directly to the control of taxing.

Senator NELSON. Well, we avoided a tax increase, if you want to
maintain a large deficit, but that bill was just before us. I don't think
you could say whatever the President puts in his budget is already
funded and taken care of but anything Congress might decide to put
in is not. It is $5.3 billion the first year. It was before us 3 or 4 weeks
ago and the administration knew what the fiscal situation and it would
seem to me if he was going to be responsible he would say, yes, we
can't start to open up the Treasury and start paying for the cost of local
and State governments out of, as the chairman said, of the national
deficit. The President has taken advantage of the great publicity he
gets to make it appear that Congress is irresponsible and he is trying
to stop Congress from throwing money away.
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The President threw away just about $6 billion. It was fiscally irre-
sponsible for him and for Congress to add $6 billion to the debt. You
can't get away from that fact and the President shares the irresponsi-
bility. If he had said to the Congress it, is bad policy to start spending,
deficit spending to support State and local governments, we wouldn't
have passed it and you would have your $250 billion limit because we
wouldn't have paid for the $6 billion addition, so I think the public
ought to know this anol the President can't posture as a fiscally respon-
sible leader when lie decides that he will pick programs and irresponsi-
bly push for it through the Congress and criticize the Congress for
not passing them fast enough, then turn around and denounce the
Congress for overspending: it is like starting a fire and then rushing
back in with a fire extinguisher and getting a hero's medal for putting
out the fire.

Mr. VElNIEROER. Another way to look at this, the President made
this request and the Congress enacted that request and enacted a great
many more. so you (lid have a total and you can't earmark which $6
billion it, is that now seems to be in need of cutting.

The simple fact of the matter is, we are not trying to fix blame. We
have said many times and my statement to the Ways and Means Com-
mittee says sl)ecifically: "Tle time has passed for trying to fix blame.
There will be credit enough for all if a spending ceiling is enacted
and we can assure the Nation and world that we are determined to avoid
inflation and preserve fiscal sanity." The short, simple, epsy answer
of increasing taxes, you were talking about, is what the President feels
is the exact wrong answer because it increases the share of the GNP
that supports Government and we are already devoting more than a
third of our GNP to Government right now. "So I don't see any basis
for saying the President is acting irresponsibly when he submits 2
years ago a program to the Congress, the Congress enacts it and en-
acts a great many more programs. I think it is a question of semantics
at this point and I don't think it is particularly profitable to try to fix
blame. The important thing is to look at the ieeds and the need is to
hold total spending down and that is what we are prepared to do,
given the enactment of this ceiling which in and of itself can prevent
the need for additional taxes.

Senator NELso,. The President tried to fix the blame by a radio ad-
dress to the public and now every Senator hears their constituents
saying. "Do what the Presidents wants." You can't have it both ways.
You can't have the President denouncing Congress and saying a 20-
percent increase in social security is irresponsible and thlen taking
relitt for it. You can't have the President asking for a revenue-sharing
program that is totally irresponsible because it isnt funded and then
the President blaming Congress for deficit spending. If lie had been
fair and gone on the air and said Congress and I, the President. this
1m sident and this administration, share the responsibility, tlin I
think wo ought to join now in putting a limit; nobody would criticize
h1im, but the President didn't say that.

Mr.. YEINBER IiE. That is the way I interpreted his statement with
respect to the need to share the responsibility and the task at the mo-
ment. The whole basis for requesting the ceiling in this form, as we
have said many times, is to let the country know that we are-both the



Congress and the President, because the ceiling applies equally to both,
united, to try to secure this very desirable result of preventing higher
taxes and more inflation.

Senator NEtsoN. It isn't the case. The President attacked Congress as
big spenders several tines; lie knew what lie was doing and lie can't
take the position that anything lie recommends is fine and anything
Congress may decide to originate and recommend is bad.
Mr. WEINBERGER. It is the total of the two that we are concerned

- with.
Senator NElSON. His is in the total.
Mr. WEINBERGER. His was in the total he submitted in January.
Senator NErLSON. When lie saw the- problem 3 weeks ago lie could

have very easily said we had better fund this or not pass it. I am ob-
jecting to the posture the President takes about fiscal responsibility.

Mr. WFINBERGER. We still don't know what the total will be. The
Congress will enact and, as we have been through many times, the ap-
propriation bil as well as the other bills that are existing as budget
threats at the moment, but have not been enacted; so it is rather idle
to fix a point in time in saying all of the money requestel or spent up
tothat time is responsible'and all after that is'irresponsible. The im-
portant point is that we are looking at an expenditure program which
would force us into another very punishing round of in fation or higher
taxes or both and this is the way we think that it can best be avoided
and there will be credit enough for everybody if the ceiling is enacted
and we can advise the country and the world that we have joined in
taking this action.

Senator NEtsoN-. I just. want to make one observation about the point
raised by Senator Fulbright-the military cuts.

The fact is that the Congressional Quarterly, 2 years ago, more than
2 years ago, in a very in delth study, discussed the military budget,
with people high in the Pentagon, civilian and military, with the un-
derstanding that their names would.not be disclosed, and as a conse-
quence of tliose discussions, with generals, and high civilian officials
in the Pentagon, as well as distinguished authorities outside the Penta-
gon, they came to the conclusion that conservatively you could cut the
military budget by $10 billion and strengthen the defense of the United
States, so I think your comments about George McGovern's irresponsi-
bility are irresponsible themselves and there are sonre good independ-
ent, nonpartisan authorities that support substantial cuts.

Mr. WEaxNmEROER. I would want to examine the independent and
nonpartisan.character of the reports that were made but we certainly
are on the lookout for, and as I indicated earlier, I think in response
to your question we don t regard anything as exeml)t from very care-
ful examination and certainly the strengthening of the country is
something that obviously everybody wants to do, but we think that
the $33 bilion l)repare(d cut is* not the way to (10 it., to put it midly.

Senator NF.rso. Let me ask just one final question, speaking of
the proposal of Senator Jordan of Idaho:

Why wouldn't it be feasible to require, as he does in his resolution,
a proportional cut across the board in those programs that the Presi-
dent would decide l)ursuant to this resolution? Give him a 5 or 10
percent flexibility; that is to say, we all know there will be smaller
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agences-you men suggested that youiselves and Mr. Shultz here-
in which you have two choices, some such thing; it isn't feasible to
make a personal cut. if the cut is $6 billion, as the objective, and then
you said, the President, he has 10 percent flexibility, that is to say,
$600 million of it he can move wherever he pleases; it doesn't have to
be exactly proportional, that you give him a 10-percent flexibility.
which we have done in a number of programs, in the manpower pro-
grams in fact, a much larger percentage in that-then he would have
$600 million; he would have $600 billion so any smaller agencies or
other that would be adversely affected, and that is a substantial amount
of mone ..

Mr. WHINBER. Well, I would like to avail myself of the tech-
nique used in some courtrooms and ask the reporter to read back my
answer to the previous question. I wouldn't do that. I will try to run
through it again and indicate that we, if I recall, I don't know the total
reductions that will be required and won't know that until the final
actions of the Congress and also there will be changes in the estimates
of the programs that do have uncontrollable outlays that are subject
to revised estimates.

The other problem is that not knowing what the total amount of
reduction will be necessary at any given time to get to this ceiling,
we will have to apply rather flexibly differing suggestions as to how
we..move up and down. The restriction that this kind of a percentage
reduction or. indeed any of those I indicated to Senator Bennett. tle
higher the percentage permitted the less concern there is about theneed of flexibility. You have an administrative problem of additional
complexity and the constant worry as to whether the permitted bouni-dary lines are actually going to enable you to get to the amount that
is actually needed to sustain the ceiling. It is going to do very little
good from the point of view of economic policy in controlling infla-
tion if the Congress with the left hand says impose a ceiling and with
the right hand :.ays but you can only reduce programs this amount
and when you put the two together you find that you do not haveenough leeway because of changing conditions which the Congress
couldn't foresee at the time they made the enactment. So again, the
final point I would want to make would be that the goal of additional
congressional control is a perfectly worthy one. It would not beserved, I think, by this kind of administrative hampers, or whatever
that might be put on the ability to achieve the reduction necessary
without reference to a very specific set of mathematical guidellles
that could well get into far deeper reduction in particular programs
than might be necessary and, contrarywise, might lave as is some pro-
grams where the reductions could be made untouchable.

Senator NELsoN. Well, I don't quite follow that. About 30 percentof the budget is military, and health is 25 percent of the budget andeducation, manpower 5; all others 20 percent. You are going to have
to go to the defense budget unless you are going to drastically cut the
others.

Mr. WVEINBEaJoi. We h]ave said rep) atedly, Senator, in answer toyou, I think your very first question, that it not an exempt program.
Senator NELsoN. Well, that is why I say I don't see where your bigproblem is. National defense is 30 percent, just about, of the budget
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and you have foreign aid and military 11ry
aid; then you have got education, manpower, you have got health and
then all of the rest adds up to about $61 billion. I don't see that that
should be such a tremendous problem to apply proportional eits with
$600 million of flexibility and $6 million cut.

Mr. WEINBEROER. I Will try it again but initially the principal point
to be made is it is a moving, changing situation and it shifts very
rapidly and as it does it is necessary to have some degree of flexibility
to achieve the overall total which by definition if this bill is enacted,
the Congress and the President would have agreed was the proper
total of Federal spending for this particular fiscal year.

Senator NELSON. What is a flexible, moving situation I
Mr. WEINBEROEJR. The flexible moving situation is that at the mo-

ment we are looking at about $6 billion of reductions that may have to
be made. If there are a series of enactments, such as the amounts to
H.R. 1 which were adopted 3 days and 2 weeks ago, we might be look-
ing at a great deal more than that; we don't know.

We also don't know what the spending requirements of certain
programs will be in March, April, or May, as compared with estimates
we-have now. That is the shifting, moving nature of the 'requirement.

Senator NELsoN. I am aware of that. I am suggesting you gie the
President flexibility of 10 percent or whatever total it is and he de-
cides he has to cut in order to get back to the spending limit.

Mr. WEiNBEROEzR. We don't think that provides the degree of flexi-
bility that would meet all of the possible contingencies we can see at
this point nor do we see it accomplishes any particular purpose other
than making the administrative problem more difficult.

Senat e' ikisoN. I think in fairness to Congress you at least ought
to be able to say here are the areas of programs and show us where
10 percent flexibility would work. You are up here with all of the facts
nondisclosed and just saying conclusively to Senator Jordan's sugges-
tion, anybody else's suggestion, that it isn't practical; you can't tell
us why it is a moving situation and-

Mr. WINBERaOEn. I am disappointed to think you feel:I haven't; I
have made every effort to during the course of the afternoon..

Senator NPLSON. You are here asking for this authority but you
don't want to disclose anything to the Congress.

Mr. WEINBIROER. We haven't made any kind of final recommenda-
tions nor have we yet the idea of the size of the problem nor has the
President, and it is his budget, had an opportunity to address himself
to it,

Senator NELSON. Well, as I am suggesting, you ought to come back
when you do.

Mr. WEINBEROER. Well, we have already waited to the point where
it is desperately urgent that we have legislation of this kind; now
we have the debt ceiling that is part of it, that has barely been men-
tioned, but it is also an important part of it.

Senator FULmRoJT. Can I ask one question?
Is it the position, Mr. Weinberger, that any working paper, any

plans that you have as an internal working paper, until it is finally
determined by the President, it would not be available to the Congress?

Mr. W.iNmom. I haven't addressed myself to that subject at all.
Ve haven't even reached any stage of that kind.
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Senator FULBRToIiT. You just said in answer to the question that you
haven't reached a final, I think you said, final decision about where
the cuts would be made?

Mr. WEINBGERoR. If I said that, I didn't mean to imply that we have
reached any tentative decisions.

Senato-r-FULBPRIOHT. You have no tentative either?
Mr. WEINBEROER. Not at this point; no, sir.
Senator FULBRIOHT. I thought you said any final.
Mr. WEINBEROER. I am sorry.
Senator NELSoN. Did I understand earlier, Mr. Shultz or Mr. Wrein-

berger said that some itemized proposals have been sent to the Presi-
dent already

Mr. WEINBERGER. No, sir; I didn't say that and I didn't hear Mr.
Shultz say it. You may still be having in mind the articles I hope I
disposed of.

Senator NFrsoN. Some needed individual proposals for cuts have
been sent to the President; I wrote it down when it was said.

Senator BENNzE'r. I heard it and it had not been sent to the
President.

Senator NELSON. Had not been sent. Maybe they will send it to us.
Mr. WEINBERGER. It sounds more familiar that way.
Senator NELSON. That is all I have to say.
The CHAIRMAN. We have one more witness to hear. I think that is

all the questions the committee has. Tlank you very much.
The ChAIRMAN. Mr. Thomas H. Stanton, an attorney with the Tax

Reform Research Group, a Ralph Nader group.

STATEMENT-OF THOMAS H. STANTON, ATTORNEY, TAX REFORM
RESEARCH GROUP

Mr. STANTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. In light of the late hour,
I would ask that I be. able to summarize my statement and submit it
for the record.

The CJIAIRMAN. We will print your entire statement.
Mr. STANToi. As well as documentation.
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. STANTOx. Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Com-

inittee, I am Thomas H. Stanton, an attorney with the Tax Reform
Research Group. Our organization concentrates on matters of legisla-
tion, regulation, and enforcement in the fields of Federal, State, and
local taxation. We are funded by Ralph Nader's Public Citizen, Inc.,
a broadbased group of citizens through the country who are con-
cerned about consumer and tax issues and the need to make institu-
tions more res ovsire.

Today I wish to make two major points: (1) In the short run, the
presidentially enforced spending ceiling should be rejected in favor
of equally effgvti:e, less radical alternatives; and (2) the long-run
solution to our unbalanced budget should include tax reform.

In the short run, the proposed spending ceiling should be rejected
in favor of less radical solutions, for example, the Mahon resolution.

The current issue of U.S. News & World Report quotes a senior
Presidential adviser as follows :"Power is centered in the White House
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and the President feels the most prestigious positions in Washington
are White House staff jobs." True this adviser was making a compari-
son with Cabinet posts; but it is Iood for thought that he felt no need
to make even a reference to the importance of congressional posts.

The proposed spending ceiling would concentrate even more power
and political influence in the White House than it already has. The
newly elected or reelected President could cut at least $6 billion in
programs without constraint of any of the traditional constitutional
checks and balances, without being accountable to an one.

As the Portland, Oreg. "Journal" editorialized, the President's
power would be close to absolute. Of course, political realism would
tie the President's hands somewhat. "But the point is that the power
will be in his grip." He could cut social security or even the wages of
Government employees and the salaries of Congressmen.

Let us consider the effect on Congress. The supposed temporary
grant of power could become permanent like the "temporary" WVorld-Var II buildings on the Mall that were just recently torn down.

Temporary policies in Washington often last longer well-meaning
lawmakers intend. Take the Gulf of Tonkin-most would agree that
the congressional budget process has been too loose; we have spent
substantially more than we have raised and the spending has not
always been wise, But will Congress tighten its vigilance by passing
the buck to the White House? The congressional process would only
become more relaxed.

Opponents of programs won't fight as hard to trim the fat; they
will leave that chore to the White-House. And on the other side of the
coin, Members of Congress who fight long and hard for their con-
stituents won't be assured that their congressional victory has mean-
ing; they will have to make their peace with the White House to
make sure their project gets a cent. And it is said that even getting
through to the White House on the telephone is a problem.

The effect on the executive is that he will be deciding basically how
to spend the Federal money; especially if Congress doesn't improve its
budget process, the President will decide, in good part. through his in-
fluential staff, what the Government does and doesn't do. The leverage
over disfavored Members of Congress could be potentially overwhelm-
ing. In my hometown, there is fear that an Air Force base may be
closed. Our congressman has begun to act to save the base. If this
spending ceiling is passed, the President could next month close that
base forever; and our congressman will be powerless, unless, l)erlaps,
he is able to offer enough-f future congressional votes to the White
House.
. The effect on citizens: When Congress makes a decision, you allow
us hearings, the chance to meet with our locally elected representatives,
and at least aides to our Senators. We can have some say in the outcome.
This bill guarantees us no right for a hearing at OMB before aI local air
base is cut and not even a right to discuss the problem with a member of
the staff; and those bureaucrats are not accountable to us even if we
were allowed to discuss it with them.

Congress does not have to hand over its spending power to the White
House to put an effective and responsible check on spending. Chairman
Mahon of the House Appropriations Committee has proposed one
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alternative, House Concurrent Resolution 713. That proposal simply
requests the President to advise Congress next year of the programs he
would cut in order to remain within the $250 million spending ceiling.
Congress would then have to pass appropriate legislation or to come
up with a substitute, but it would still be in the saddle. The incentive
for Congress to meet this responsibility would be the same as it is now:
to avoid angering voters with a hugh tax increase.

Other members of Congress suggest that Congress consider cutting
back all programs by the same nat percentage. Whether Congress
chose that approach or Congressman fahon's, or the approach sug-
gested by Senator Bennett here today, the important principle would
remain: the decision would be made by a U.S. Congress elected by the
people and accountable and available to them.

We support title III of the House bill insofar as it calls for a joint
congressional committee to review ways to improve Congress's control
of spending and to report proposals to the full Congress next year.
We introduce for the record a statement of former Presidential adviser
Paul McCracken, which appeared recently in the 'Wall Street Journal.
In this statement, Dr. McCracken makes initial proposals to tighten
the congressional budget process.

A radical presidential spending ceiling is not necessary. A combina-
tion of short-run congressional belt-tightening and longer-run reform
can achieve the same end and leave, the constitutional separation of
powers intact.

Because of the shortness of time, I would omit l)art II, "There is
wide agreement that a tax increase will soon be necessary. As a. part of
-its tightened budget the Congress should eliminate from the tax laws
those preferences which are unduly inequitable or inefficient.

We would submit that material for the record, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions, gentlemen?
In view of the lateness of the hour, we will forgo any questions.
Thank you very much.
(Prepared statement and documents of Mr. Stanton follow:)

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THoMAS I. STANTON

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senate Finance Committee, I am Thomas 11.
Stanton, an attorney with the Tax Reform Research Group. Our organization
concentrates on matters of legislation, regulation, and enforcement in the fields of
federal, state and local taxation. We are funded by Ralph Nader's Public Citizen,
Inc., a broad-based group of citizens throughout the country who are concerned
about consumer and tax issues and the need to make institutions more responsive.

Today, I wish to make two major points:
I. In the short run, the Presidentially enforced spending ceiling should be

rejected in favor of equally effective, less radical alternatives: and
IT. The long-run solution to our unbalanced budget should include tax

reform.
I. In the Short Run, the Proposed Spending Ceiling Should Be Rejected in Favor

of Less Radical Solutions, For Example, the Mahon Resolution
The current issue of U.S. News and World Report quoted a senior presidential

adviser as follows :, "Power is centered in the White House, and the President
feels the most prestigious positions in Washington are White House staff Jobs."
True, this adviser was making a comparison with cabinet posts. But it is food
for thought that he felt no need to make even a reference to the importance of
Congressional posts.

The proposed spending ceiling would concentrate even more power and political
influence in the White House than it already has. The newly elected, or re-elected,
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President could cut at least six billion dollars in progranis without constraint of
any of the traditional constitutional checks and balances-without being account-
able to anyone! As the Portland, Oregon, Journal editorialized, the President's
power would be close to absolute. Of course, political realism would tie the
resident'ss hands somewhat. "But the point is that the power will be in his grip."

lie could cut Social Security, or even the wages of government employees and
salaries of Congressmen.

Let's consider the effect on Congress: The supposed temporary grant of power
could become permanent, like the "temporary" World War II buildings on the
Mall that were just recently torn down. "Temporary" policies in Washington
often last longer than well-meaning lawmakers intend. Take the Gulf of Tonkin.
Most would agree that the Congressional budget process has been too loose; we
have spent substantially more than we have raised, and the spending has
not always been wise. But will Congress tighten its villgence by passing
the buck to the White House. The congressional process would only become more
relaxed. Opponents of programs won't fight as hard to trim the faat; they'll leave
that chore to the White House. And on the other side of the coin, Members of
Congress who fight long and hard for their constituents won't be assured that their
Congressional victory has meaning; they will have to make their peace with the
White House to make sure their project gets a cent. And it is said that even
getting through to the White House on the telephone is a problem.

The effect on the Executive: He'll be deciding basically how to spend the fed-
eral money. Especially if Congress doesn't improve its budget process, the Presi-
dent will decide-in good part through his influential staff-what the government
does and doesn't do. The leverage over disfavored members of Congress could be
potentially overwhelming. In my home town, there is fear that an Air Force base
may be closed. Our Congressman has begun to act to save the base. If this spend-
Ing ceiling is passed, the President could next month close that base forever. And
our Congressman will be powerless (unless, perhaps, lie is !dde to offer enough
future Congressional votes to the White IHouse).

The effect on Citizens: When Congress makes a decision, you allow us hearings,
the chance to niect with our locally elected Representatives (and at least aides
to our Senators). We can have some say in the outcome. This bill guarantees us
no right for a hearing at 0MB before a local air base is cut; and not even a right
to discuss the problem with a member of the staff. And these bureaucrats are
not accountable to us even if we were allowed to discuss It with them.

Congress does not have to hand over its spending power to the White House
to put an effective and responsible check on spending. Chairman Mahon of the
House Appropriations Committee has proposed one alternative, House Concurrent
Resolution 713. That proposal simply requests the President to advise Congress
next year of the programs he would cut in order to remain within the $250 million
spending ceiling. Congress would then have to pass appropriate legislation or to
come up with a substitute, but it would still be in the saddle. The incentive for
Congress to meet this responsibility would be the same as it is now: to avoid
angering voters with a huge tax increase.

Other members of Congress suggest that Congress consider cutting back all
programs by the same fiat percentage. Whether Congress chose that approach or
Congressman Mahon's, (1) the important principle would renitan: the decision
would be made by a U.S. Congress elected by the people and accountable and
available to them.

We support Title III of the House bill insofar as it calls for a joint congres-
sional committee to review ways to improve Congress's control of spending and
to report proposals to the full Congress next year. We introduce for the record
a statement of former presidential adviser Paul McCracken. which appeared
recently in the Wall Street Journal. In this statement, Dr. McCracken makes
initial proposals to tighten the Congressional budget process.

A radical presidential spending ceiling is not necessary. A combination of
short-run Congressional belt-tightening and longer-run reform can achieve the
samne end and leave the constitutional separation of powers intact. (2)

I. There is Widc Agreement That a Tax Increase Will Soon be Necessary. A.9 a
Part of itf Tightened Budget the Conigress Should Eliminate From the Tax
Laws Those Preferences Which Are Unduly Inequitable or Incffeient

The White House has created an atmosphere of crisis around our budget deficit.
much In the way it Invoked alarms last year to secure passage of the Revenue Act
of 1971. That act cut taxes by an average of over $11 billion annually (averaged
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over the next decade). Surely an economy-minded Administration would have
considered the Impact of such a measure on the deficit first.

In fact, what is new is not that we have an exorbitant deficit; what is new
i6 that we are faced with the prospects of a tax increase to pay for it. Last May
the prestigious Brookings Institution published a study showing that-taxes would
have to go upeven if we left expenditures next year at this year's (FY '"3) levels.

The question then becomes: are there any unfair or inefficient tax preferences
which could be eliminated to reduce the deficit. We wish at this point to present
to the Committee statistics only recently released by the Treasury Department
which dramatically Illustrate the inequities of many tax preferences. The figures
were presented by Treasury Undersecretary Edwin S. Cohen to. the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee on July 21. They show, for example, that the capital gain tax
preference gives the wealthiest 5.4% of the taxpayers an astounding 86% of
the benefits. As a part of the tightened budget we should ask whether this multi-
billion dollar capital gains subsidy Is really needed to subsidize the activities of
those who benefit from it, at the expense of the middle and lower income taxpayer.

Undersecretary Cohen's figures become even more important when we adjust
for the number of taxpayers in each Income group. It turns out, then, that the
taxpayer with income (AGI) over $100,000 saved an average of over $38,000
thanks to the capital gains preference, while the middle class taxpayer in the
$10-15,000 group saved on the average only $16. The tax exemption of interest
on state and local bonds saved the taxpayer making over $100,000 an average of
$4,600, but saved his middle class counterpart ($10-15,000 group) an average of
only 71 cents.

We introduce those statistics for the record. It can be seen that the bias against
middle class and lower income taxpayers Is also present in those tax preferences
once thought to benefit middle income groups. The deduction for interest on
mortgages on owner-occupied homes averaged only $51 for the $10-15.000 tax-
payer, while averaging $411 for the over $100,000 group. Similarly the deduction
for property taxes on owner-occupied homes averaged only $46 for the middle
class ($10-15.000) taxpayer, but averaged an immense $1,700 for the over $100,-
000I group.

The data on the other tax preferences are in the record for your study. Suffice
it to say that the unfairness of many of them, as revealed Inithe Treasury data,
mako a compelling case for revision. Ending or reducing these could save billions
of dollars which could head otf the need for an across-the-board tax increase or
even a value added tax. We urge tax reform hearings by this Committee next
year.

A combined program of short-run expenditure cutbacks by Congress, longer-
run Improved congressional control of spending, and tax reform next year, could
hring the deficit under control. As members of Ways and Means stated in their
dissent to the proposed bill: "Certainly, everyone seems to be against inflation
and for curbing reckless spending. The undersigned would certainly insist on
being included in this group. However, the decision . . . to include In the debt
ceiling legislation before us a spending ceiling of $250 billion this fiscal year
witlut any restrictions or direction as to where the necessary cutbacks will oc-
cur raises the most serious constitutional questions which the Congress will
Ignore to the lasting detriment of future Congresses and to the peril of the very
Republic itself."

Thank you.

[H. Con. Res. 713, 92d Cong,, first sess.]

CONCURRENT RESOLUTION

Whereas the President has requested authority to impose a limitation on ex-
penditures and net lending for fiscal year 1973 in the amount of $250,000,000,000,
including nathority to change existing laws and make unspecified reductions in
existing mandatory spending programs such as social security, impacted area
school aid, veterans' benefits, education and health programs, and other programs
on which Congress has acted to date; and

Whereas consistent with the constitutional responsibility of the Congress to
make appropriations for support of the Government, it is the practice for Con-
gress to make specific approriations for time various activities of the Government;
and I -



Whereas the Congress Is concerned about the fiscal plight of the country, es-
liecially In view of contiv'ied and mounting budget deficits and inflationary
pressures; and

Wheras the total deficits in Federal funds for the last three fiscal years have
exceeded $70,000,000,000; and

Whereas the most recent estimate of the executive branch of the Federal funds
deficit for fiscal year 1978 is $32,400,000,000; and

Whereas approximately one-fourth of the Federal debt will have accumulated
in Just these last four years; and

Whereas in the annual appropriation bills for the fiscal year 1973, the Colt-
gress is in the process of reducing spending in excess of $1,000,000,000; and

Whereas In other bills, including bills raising social security benefits, "black
lung" benefits, and veterans benefits, the Congress, with the concurrence of the
President, has exceeded the related budget estimates; and

Whereas I certain other bills, including general revenue sharing and water
pollution control, the Congress is in the process of enacting spending authority for
fiscal year 1973 in excess of the related budget estimates for 1973; and

Whereas the President has not advised Congress of the specific reductions in
budget authority and budget outlays which he would make to limit outlays to
not more than $250,000,000,000; and

Whereas to grant the anthority to impose such a limitation on expenditures,
including authority to amend basic legislation governing mandatory programs,
would in effect transfer legislative authority to the executive branch; and

Whereas the Congress cannot responsibly act on the proposed limitation of
$250,000,000,000 on expenditures and net lending without an advance opportunity
to assess the impact of the consequent reductions (which it now appears, would
approximate $6,000,000,000) on specific programs and activities: Now, therefore,
belt

Resolved by the Hou8e of Representatives (the Senate concurring), That the
President Is hereby respectfully requested to advise the Congress not later thani
January 2, 1973, of the specific reductions in budget authority and budget out-
lays (by appropriation or fund), and changes in existing law affecting same, that
in his judgment may best be made in order to limit budget outlays for the fiscal
year 1973 to not more than $250,000,000,000; and that it Is the sense of the Con-
gress that, upon receipt of the list of such specific reductions and modifications,
the Congress shall consider legislation dealing with the President's recommenda-
tions.

(From the Wall Street Journal, Sept. 19, 1972]

CAN FIsCAL PoLICY BE CONTROLLED?

(By Paul M. McCracken)

Is it possible that modern governments cannot manage fiscal policy? Only
a few years ago to raise such a question would be to mark one as a troglodyte,
a hair shirt who had not yet discovered that the thing to do with budgets was
not necessarily to balance them but to manage them in ways that would produce
the right economic conditions. That might call for a surplus, or a balance or
a deficit. It would all depend.

Why the new skepticism?
It is not all home grown. Part of it grows out of international experience.

In the early part of last year, for example, Germany was concerned about in-
flationary pressures on her economy. The concern was understandable. The Ger-
man price level was rising at the rate of over 6% per year. This was about
our rate at its worst in 1969, and It was particularly unacceptable to an infla-
tion-conscious country like Germany. The fiscal prescription for this problem
was obviously to limit spending and run a good strong budget suplus. The fiscal
program that actually unfolded involved deficits and expenditures which rose
12% in 1971. Fiscal restraint, never popular politically, apparently looked par-
ticularly unattractive to this government with its thin parliamentary majority. A
tough monetary policy was, therefore, deployed, but this drove interest rates
above world levels and attracted a flow of funds into the country which aggra-
vated the international monetary problems of that period.

It might be assumed that modern fiscal policy could at least be worked in the
expansionist direction. Yet Japan has had its problems putting in place a sumfl-
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clently easy fiscal policy. Their sluggish domestic economy had had more slack
than ours. This has, of course, produced sluggish imports, a large trade surplus,
and emergent pressure for another upward revaluation of the yen (something
which they very much want to avoid). Moreover, Japan needs to spend more on
social facilities to bring them more into line with those needed by a advanced
and high-income nation. Yet the required degree of fiscal expansion never really
has been put in place.

A look over the world economy during recent years, in short, produces a picture
of economic conditions which called for fiscal policies that the political process
did not, and presumably could not, provide.

It is when we examine our fiscal problenis at home, however, that doubts about
how maneuverable fiscal policy really is have begun to emerge. Before we disiuss
Japan's difficulty in achieving a sufficiently expansive fiscal policy as a special
case, we should recall our own major excursion into tax reduction almost a
decade ago. President Kennedy recommended tax reduction in January 19063, anlnd
indicated earlier that he would do so, but the actual tax reduction could not lie
achieved until March 1964.

RISING PUBLIC OMthAYS

The real problem for modern fiscal policy, however, is the relentless rise in
public outlays. The magnitudes are impressive. Il 1965 the economy reggailned
reasonably full employment. Yet from 1965 to 1968 the rise in federal, state, and
local outlays (on a national accounts basis) was equal to almost 57% of the rise
in national income, and the figure for the period 1968 to 1972 (first quarter) was
almost 48% With roughly half of the increase in national income absorbed
by rising government outlays, the ground swell of public concern about taxes
becomes understandable. Somehow our expenditure decision-making process has
been giving us a larger rise in outlays than people are ready to pay for. The
result is a trend that will carry expenditures for this fiscal year at least $10
billion beyond revenues that the tax system would produce at xeasonahly full
employment.

Part of the problem Is that to a growinc extent federal outlays reflect perma-
nent programs with yearly increases built in. They are thus uncontrollable in
the literal sense unless. legislation is changed. Social Security, agriculture, wel-
fare-these are programs whose aggregate outlays will be determined by speci-
fied benefit levels and the number of eligible recipients. We thus have outlays on a
path' that is rising more rapidly than the increment of revenues that on-going
economic growth will provide from any given tax system. The fiscal dividenl
of the 1960s has been replaced by the fiscal mortgage of the 1970s. If outlays
continue to rise this rapidly, periodic increases in tax rates or new taxes will be
required, something that the political process will not find it easy to deliver.

The problem has many roots, but a major one is the "new" fiscal policy itself.
In retrospect it seems clear that the "new" fiscal policy threw a baby out with
bath water-namely, the idea of fiscal discipline. The old always-balanced budget
philosophy did seem at times to call for perverse actions, such as increased taxes
or slashed spending in recessions, but it did impose a discipline. It, in principle,
required that governments couple with the delectabllities of spending the dis-
tasteful task of raising taxes. Thereby a rough cost-benefit equilibrium was
achieved.

It was achieved intellectually, and it worked surprisingly well practically.
Up to the Great Depression the budget had a surplus in two nonwar years out
of three while in the postwar period there have been deficits in two our of
three years. "Marriage is popular," observed -George Bernard Shaw. "because it
combines the maximum of temptation with the maximum of opportunity." Some-
thing like this seems to have characterized the actual working of modern fiscal
policy. Having been told that there are times when the budget ought not to be
balanced, the political process finds it tempting to assume that "now" is one
of those times. And the always-balanced principle has metamorphosed Into a
never-balanced budget.

If modern fiscal policy is ever to live up to its potential, the concept of fiscal
discipline must regain a central position in budget policy.

The President put forward a helpful concept with the idea that outlays should
not exceed the revenues the tax. system would generate at reasonably full em-
ployment. This would enable the budget to be expansive during a period of
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sluggish economic conditions, but it would assure that the budget would come
back into equilibrium, with revenues covering outlays, when no further eco-
nomic stimulus was needed.

COoNGRESS IS THE KEY

The key to regaining a greater sense of fiscal discipline is in the Congress.
Present congressional procedures do a reasonably effective Job of screening the
merits of individual requests for money. In that sense the budget problem is not

'waste and foolish spending. What one person considers "waste" or "unessential
spending" is, of course, another's high-prority program. The problem is that the
aggregate of individually meritorious programs will always exceed any viable
total, In that important sense the federal government's budget problem is similar
to that of a family or a business. There are other respects in which it is different,
but economists have been so preoccupied with the differences that this important
parallel has been overlooked.

Good budgetry, therefore, requires a procedure for deciding not only whether
each proposed outlay is good but whether it is good enough to be included within
some viable limit or total. This is the missing element in the congressional
process. Without it the whole process has a bias toward larger spending than
the citizenry will want-want in the nly meaningful sense of what it is willing
to forego in the way of private spending for these public programs.

The Appropriations Committees have made a small beginning by initial hear-
ings on the budget as a whole. This is a good start. It should develop further
into some meaningful actions about each year's budget as a Whole.

What is essential is some procedure by which the Congress itself will decide
what total outlays should be, and by which Congress also explicitly accepts
responsibility for the aggregate expenditures which are the result of their
individual program decisions The initial congressional overview of the whole
budget might be extended to include a total within which individual program
decisions would have to fit (though early postwar attempts along this line were
quickly dropped). Individual appropriations bills could be held until all are
passed in order to see what the results would be for total outlays, with perhaps
an amendatory bill to keep the total within a viable limit.

Whether modern fiscal policy can yet become a powerful tool for economic
adjustment, or whether it must remain a theoretical idea with little substance
in reality and largely immobilized by a relentlessly rising outlay trend, is going
to depend heavily on whether a greater degree of fiscal discipline can be injected
into the budgetary process. Because fiscal policy has substantial potential for
domestic economic management and for harmonizing divergent national objec-
tives in the world economy, it is Important that the budgetary process be sub-
jected to this greater sense of discipline.

On this both the "new" fiscalists and the "old" budget balancers have common
ground.

BOARD OF CONTRIBUTORS

The Wall Street Journal is pleased to announce a new feature, the Board of
Contributors, intended to present a broad range of viewpoints on current topics.
Four distinguished university professors have been invited to contribute regular
monthly articles, and each has agreed to write eight to twelve times over the
next year. The contributors are:

Walter W. Heller, Reagents' Professor of Economics at the University of
Minnesota and former chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers under
Presidents Kennedy and Johnson.

Irving Kristol, Henry Luce Professor of Urban Values at New York University
and co-editor of the quarterly, The Public Interest.

Paul W. McCracken, Edmund Ezra Day University Professor of Business
Administration at the University of Michigan and former chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers under President Nixon.

Arthir Schle~inger Jr., Albert Schweitzer Professor of the Humanities at the
City University of New York and 'winner of Pulitzer Prices in history and
biography.
Dr. McCracken's article is the third in the series. An initial article by Dr.

Schlesinger will appear later this week.
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(From the Portland (Oreg.) Journal, Sept. 25, 19721

Givivo AWAY POWER OF TIE PURSE

Reporters and congressmen were trying to probe the depths of the power that
would be given one man--the President-by a spending-control bill in the House
Ways and Means Committee.

Administration officials who designed the measure were asked whether the
President could go beyond reductions In the normal appropriation bills.

Could he, for instance, cut social security? Or even the wages of federal ema-"
ployes and congressional salaries?

Yes, he would have the authority to go that far.
But "let's be realistic," admonished an official. "You're quibbling now. It just

would not be politically realistic to do something like that."
But the questioxi was repeated: Not would such cuts be made, but could they

be made? In other words, how much power was being passed from the many to
the one, from the policy-making representatives of the people In the Congress
to the single executive?

Yes, the President's power wou1i be close t,; absolute in spending money.
No, of course the President would not plan to use that power to make polit-

ically unrealistic cutf.
But the point is that the power would be in his grip. 1How many times will

members of Congress have to complain about presidential misuse of congressional
authority that some previous Congress had voted to pass on to the executive be-
fore they begin to get their own message?

Gradually, the lawmaking branch is eroding its own rights and responsibilities,
leaving it devoid of its standing as a "separate and equal" branch while sur-
rendering more and more of its duties to the White House. "

Is the power of the purse about to follow? At what point will Congress cease
to be able to justify its own existence?

To be sure, a mechanism is urgently needed to bring sanity to federal fiscal
affairs. Tossing the full responsibility to the President might be an expedient
thing to do.

But it would not be sound government, at least within the concepts on which
the American government is based.

It will be harder, but much more beneficial in the long run, if Congress will
develop its own methods of keeping a lid on spending.

[From the Washington Post, Oct. 5, 1972]

PHoNY BUDoET ISSUE

(By Hobart Rowen)

White louse aide Jehn Erlichman and other administration officials are now
trying to blame any future tax increase on irresponsible congressional spending.

This is a phony issue, as Mr. Erlichman and all of the technicians In the
Office of Management and Budget know.

The fact, which is recognized by non-politicians within the government, and
practically everybody outside, is that an increase in federal taxes sometime
in the next two years is virtually a certainty because of commitments already
mode by the Nixon administration.

The administration could consult, for example, its former Treasury specialist
on economic affairs, Murray Weidenbaum. Prof. Weidenbaum, a Republican,
has been making a series of forthright speeches on budget realities. In his latest,
sketching out the "bard fiscal facts of life," Weidenbam said: "We have liter-
ally mortgaged available federal revenue for many years hnto the future."

The same situation would confront Sen. McGovern, should be be elected. But
the Republicans are promoting the notion that a wave of a magic budget-cutting
wand will solve the problem. The idea doesn't survive non-partisan scruitnv.

Take one example cited by a conservative research ground, the American EFnter-
nrise Institute: based, on bills already passed, and on legislation proposed by the
Nixon administration. the actual sending total. in fiscal 1975, two years from
nw. will be $301 billion. un 151 billion from the $250 billion expenditure ceiling
Mr. Nixon is trying to squeeze out of Congress.



That doesn't take int, account Mr. Nixon's promise (State of the Union
Message) for a federal education program, or any other new Initiatives-Just
what's already been cranked into the spending machine.

It covers an increase of $10 billion for defense: $19 billion for Income secur-
ity; $6 billion for health; $5 billion to expand existing education prograins; and
$5.3 billion for revenue sharing.

Says the AEI report: "The picture that emerges is a rather grin one for the
Nixon administration."

To meet its self-imposed test of maintaining a "full employment balance,"
says the research group, would require "tax increases of some $21 billion in
(fiscal) 1975, $13 billion in 1976, and $6 billion In 1977."

This analysis matches almost exactly the projections made earlier by the
Brookings Institution. But the administration tends to brush Brookings aside
as a haven for Democrats out of office.

Facts don't have a political bias. The administration's problem Is that it von't
face up to the tax issue during the election. Instead, it talks of a watertight
ceiling on expenditures.

Former Budget Director Charles Schultze of Brookings--a McGovern adviser,
a Democrat, and an economist of unimpeachable Integrity-pointed out the other
day the impractical nature of 3r. Nixon's proposed $250 billion ceiling.

If Congress were to. limit spending to $2,50 billion for fiscal 1973. Schultze
points out, It would have to cut $7 billion to $10 from 3r. Nixon's January pro-
poSals. But by the time a ceiling goes in effect, five months of the fiscal year
would have elapsed, requiring cuts of $12 to $15 billion at an annuat! rate.

Where would they come from? Certainly not from defense, already trimmed
$3.6 billion from Secretary Laird's requests. And it is not possible, for legal or
political reasons, to touch Social Security, veterans benefits, interest o the debt,
public assistance, unemployment compensation, or revenue-sharing.

That leaves Ehrlichnian & Co. about $75 billion in such programs as grants-
in-aid to the states for education, manpower training, health, pollution control.
urban mass transit and similar objectives. These would have to be slashed about
20 per cent to bring the total budget with a $250 billion ceiling. It ju.t is nmt a
realistic concept. The Administration ought to quit playing politics, and buckle
down to the important job of deciding what tax program will put its fiscal house
in order.

(Presented by Hon. Edwin S. Cohen. Under Secretary of the 'reas-
nry, in testimony before the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of
the United States, July 21, 1972:)



APPENDIX E

ESTIMATED DISTRIBUTION OF SELECTED ITEMS OF TAX PREFERENCES OF INDIVIDUALS BY ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME CLASS, CALENDAR YEAR 1971

[In millions of dollarsJ

Depreciation
on buildings
(other than

rental
housing) in

Investment excess of
credit straight-line

Asset
depreciation

range

Deductibility
of interest

Dividend on consumer
exclusion credit

I - -- -- - - -- -- -.

4
6 1
7 2

16 3
15 3
1 -------------

20 ------------------------- -
55 2 1
80 2 3

120 2 2
155 4 4
90 2 4

170 9 16
55 8 14
45 21 21

32
5 4

11 6
18 12
12 9
47 37
28 23
36 7

I
44
64

165
435
380
620
59
12

Total 650 50 10 790 50 65 .200 305 160 100 300 1,800

Adjusted
gross income
ciais
(thousands)

Exclusion of
benefits and

allowances to
Armed Forces

personnel

Exemption for
certain
income
earned

abroad by
U.S. citizens

Exclusion of
income

earned by
individuals

in U.S.
possessions

Farming:Expensing

and capital
gain

treatment

Timber:
Capital gain

treatment for
certain
income

0to$3 .......
$3 to $5 ......
$5 to $7 ------
$7 to $1o-.....
$10 to $15 ----
$Sto $20 ----
$2 to $50 ......
$50 to $100 .--
$100 and over-.

Expensing of
exploration

and develop-
ment costs

Excess of
percentage

over cost
depletion

Total-.... 650 50 10 790 50 65 .200 305 160 100 300 1,800



A

Provisions relating
to aged, blind,
and disabled

Adjusted gross income
class (thousands)

Combined
cost for

additional
Deducti- Deducti- Deprecia- exemption Net exclusion of
bility of bility of tion on retirement pension contribuions

interest on property rental income Exclusion Exclusion of and urnings
mortgages taxes on housing in credit, and of unem- workmen's Exclusion
on owner- owner- excess of Housing Disability exclusion of Additional ployment compensa- of public Plans for

occupied occupied straight- rehabili- insurance OASDHI exemption Sick pay insurance tion assistance Plans for self-
homes homes line station benefits for aged for blind exclusion benefits benefits benefits employees employed -41,4

$0 to $3 -------------------------------------------------------------------

$3to$5 ------------------ 27 41 4........
5to$7 ................... 81 84 6 1

$7 to$10 ----------------- 276 263 14 1
$10to$15- -------------- 719 642 22 2
$15 to $20 ........ 543 505 15 1
$20 to $50 ----------------- 621 788 59 6
$50 to $100--------------- - 101 240 35 3
$100 and over ------------- 32 137 45 1

805 1 2 65
750 2 13 110
420 2 16 110
585 2 32 185
245 1 19 230
125 1 20 65
215 1 16 30
70 2 5
35 -----------------------------------

15 25
28 20
41 15
69 5
83
39 ..---------
38 ...........
6 ------------
I ----------

45 - - - - - -
145 7
230 10
535 13
995 22
685 18
750 96
175 71
90 13

Total--------------2,400 2.700 200 15 155 3,250 10 120 800 320 65 3.650 250
Total.-------- 2, 400 2,700 200 15 155 3,250 10 120 goo 320 65 3.650 250



APPENDIX E-Continued

Exclusion of other employee benefits

Medical Privately Exclusion of Deductibility Deductibility Excess of
Deductibility insurance financed interest on of charitable of child and standard

Premiums on of accident premiums supplementary life contributions Deductibility dependent Dedu~ctibility deduction
Adjusted gross income group life and death amd medical unemployemnt Meals and insurance (other than of medical care of csu00y over
class (lbousands) insurance benefits care benefits lodging savings education) expenses expense losses minimu.n

Oto $3 ---- S----------------- 25 .............. 2 S 3 5 1 a
$3 to $5 ........------------ 20 1-80 .............. 14 20 31 100 7 5 3
$5 to $7 ............------- 30 2 125 1 22 35 82 205 12 10 15
$7 to $10 ................... 75 5 300 1 35 85 225 325 5 30 100
$10 to $15 .................. 135 8 550 2 '35 205 467 470 3 40 415
$15 to $20 .................. 95 6 380 1 25 185 364 310 1 20 its
$20 to $50 ................... 105 6 415 -------------- 30 420 716 360 1 30 50
$50 to $100 ----------------- 25 1 95 -------------- 80 426 90 -------------- 20 2
$100 andover --------------- 10 1 30 -------------- 2 65 886 35 -------------- 10 ------------

Total ------------------ 500 30 2,000 5 170 1,100 3,200 1,900 30 165 700

Deductibility of
nonbusiness

Additional Deductibility of Exclusion of Exemption of State and local
personal contributions to Exclusion of certain interest on laxes (other

Capital pins, exemption educational scholarships veterans' State and local than on owner
Adjusted gross income class (thousands) individuals for students institutions and fellowships benefits debt occupied homes)

0to$3 ----------------------------------.............................. 30 1 ---------------- 6 30 5 4
$3to $5 ------------------------------------------------------------- 60 17 3 26 95 ................ 56
$5 to $7 ------------------------------------------------------------- 70 40 7 28 110 ................ 88Flto $10 ..................----------- -------------------------- 150 101 20 22 130 5 351
l to $15 --------------------- -------------------------- 230 182 58 15 220 10 772

$15 to $20 ............................................................ 210 92 70 10 70 20 772
$20 to $50 ............................................................ 960 47 90 3 41 100 1,713
$50to $100--- ....................................................... 920 54 20 ---------------- 3 300 906
$100 and over -------------------------------------------------------- 2.970 16 7 ---------------- 1 360 928

Total -------------------------------------------------------- 5,600 550 275 110 700 Soo 5.600



'4

WHAT UNDER SECRETARY COHEN DIDN'T TELL US. APPENDIX E (WHAT IT REALLY MEANS)

TAX PREFERENCE BENEFITS PER INDIVIDUAL IN EACH ADJUSTED GROSS INCOME CLASS, CALENDAR YEAR 1971

Tables based on official U.S. Treasury data submitted to the Congressional Joint Economic Committee, July 21,1972.1

POolars per return|

Exclusion of Exclusion of
benefits and Exemption for income earned Farming

Percent of allowances to certain income by individuals expen Sng ard Timber: capital Expensint f
Number of returns returns in each Armed Forces earned abroad in U.S. capital ion pin treatment exploration and

Adjusted gross income class (thousands) per inc me class' income class personnel by U.S. citizens possessions treatment for certain income development costs

0 to $3 .............................. 18,063,181 24.4 0.83 ----------------------------------- 1.11 ...................................
to .5 ............... . 10.238.897 13.7 11.72 0.10 .................. 5.37 0.20 0.10
to $7 ------------------------------ 9.410,802 12.7 1&.60 .43 0.11 8.50 .21 .32

$7 to $t0 ............................. 12,901,228 17.4 13.95 .47 .08 9.30 .15 .15
Soto$Is .......................... 14,104.611 19.1 8.15 .50 .14 10.99 .28 .28
5 to$20 ........................... 5.541,347 7.5 5.05 2.89 .54 16.24 .36 .72

$20 to$5O ............................ 3.596.348 4.8 3.62 4.17 .83 47.27 2.50 4.45
$50 to $100 .......................... 351,669 .5 8.53 2.84 .................. 156.38 22.75 39.80
1100 and over ......................... 77,899 .10 12.84 ................................... 577.66 269.58 269.58

'For calendar year 1970. (1971 data not available at time of publication.)



A

WHAT UNDER SECRETARY COHEN DIDN'T TELL US. APPENDIX E (WHAT IT REALLY MEANS) -Continued

, Depreciation on
buildings (other D fatan rental*r interst on

Number of Percent of Excess of housing) in Deductibility of mortgages on
returns per returns in each percentage-over Investment excess of Asset depre- Dividend - interest on owner-occupied

Adjusted gross income class (thousands) income class': income class cost depletion credit straight-line ciation range exclusJon consumer credit homes

$D to 3 -- --------------------- 18,063,181 24.4 0.06 0.17 ------------------------------- 0.28 0.06 ..............
$3 to $5 --------------------------- 10,238,897 13.7 .20 1.56 0.29 0.20 1.27 4.30 2.64
$5 to$7 ------------------------- 9,410,802 127 .85 2.87 .53 .43 1.81 6.80 &61
$7 to $10 ---------------------------- 12,901,228 17.4 .47 3.18 .85 .47 2.25 14.34 21.39
$10 to $5 ---------------------- 14,104,611 19.1 .85 3.62 1.28 .85 3.90 30.84 50.97
$15to N ------------------------ 5,541,347 7.5 2.17 5.78 2.17 1.62 8.30 68.58 98.00
$20 to $50 ------------------------- 3,596,348 4.8 13.90 20.30 13.07 10.29 27.53 172.40 172.68
$50to$100 ------------------------- 351,669 .5 122.26 93.83 79.61 65.40 76.77 167.76 287.18
$100 and over ------------------------ 77,899 .10 847.24 372-27 462.13 89.86 115.53 154.04 410.78

I For calendar year 1970. (1971 data not available at time of publication.)

Provisions relating to aged, blind,
and disabled-

Combined cost for
Depreciation additional exemp-

Number Percent Deductibility on rental tion retirement in-
of returns of returns of property housing in Disability come credit, and

per income in each taxes on owner excess of Housing insurance exclusion of Additional exemp-
Adjusted gross income class (thousands) class t income class occupied homes straightine rehabilitation benefits OASDHI for aged tion for blind

Qto$3 --------------------------- 18,063,181 24.4 ----------------------------------------------------- 1.94 44.57 .0.0
3to5 --------------------- ---- 10,238,897 13.7 4.00 0.39 ------------------ 3.91 73.25 .26

to $7 ----------------------------- 9.410.802 12.7 8.93 .64 0.11 2.66 44.63 .21
$ to $10 ....................... 12,901,228 17.4 20.39 1.09 .08 2.33 45.35 .16
$10 to S15 --------------------------- 14,104,611 19.1 45.52 1.56 .14 .71 17.37 .07
$15 to $20 ......................... 5,541,347 7.5 " 91.14 2.71 .18 .90 22.56 .18
$20 to $50 --------------------------- 3,596,348 4.8 219.11 16.41 1.67 1.67 59.78 .28
$50 to $100 -_----------------------- 351,669 .5 682.46 99.52 8.53 8.53 199.03 .................
$100 and over ----------------------- 77,899 .10 1,758.66 577.66 12.84 12.84 449.29 ................

'For calendar year 1970. (1971 data not available at time of publication.)



Net exclusion of pension contibo-
Percent of Exclusion of Exclusion Exclusion tions and earnings

Number of returns in unemployment of workmen's of public
returns per each income Sick pay insurance compensation assistance Plans for Plans for

Adjusted goss income class (thousands) Income class I class exclusion benefits benefits benefits employees

to--------------18,063,181 24.4 01 3.60 0.83 1.38 2.49 ---------------
to---------------------------- 10,238.897 13.7 1.27 10.74 2.73 1.95 14.16 0.68
S .- .------- -------------- 9.410,102 12.7 1.70 11.69 4.36 1.59 24.44 1.06

$7 tO 10 ---------------------------- 12,901,22$ 17.4 2.48 14.34 5.35 .39 41.47 1.01
$10 to $15 ---------------------------- 14,104,611 19.1 1.35 16.31 5.88 ------------------ 70.54 1.56
$15 t20--------------------------- 5.541,347 7.5 3.61 11.73 7.04 ------------------ 123.66 3.25
smoto $50 --------------------------- 3,5,348 4.8 4.45 8.34 10.57 ------------------- -20&55 26.69
$50 to $100 --------------------------- 351,669 .5 5.69 14.22 17.06 ------------------ 497.56 201.88
$100 an ove r------------------------ 77,899 .10 ------------------------------------ 12.84 ------------------ 1,155.33 166.88

I For calendar year 1970. (1971 data not available at time of publication.)

Exclusion of other employee benefits-
Privately Deductibility

Medical insur- financed Exclusion of of charitable
Number of Percent of Premiums on Deductibility of axce prmmms supplementary interest on contributions

Adjusted gross income class returns per returns in each poup life accident and and medical unemployment Meals and life insurance (other than
(tusands) income class I income class insurance - death benefits care benefits lodging savings education)

Oto0$3 ----------------------------- 18,063,181 24.4 0.28 ................ 1.38 ................ 0.11 0.28 0.17
toSS . . ..-------------------------- 10,238,897 13.7 1.95 0.10 7.81 ................ 1.37 L95 3.03
$ to .......................... 9,410,802 12.7 3.19 .21 13.28 0.11 2.34 3.72 8.71

ltol0O..........................-- 12,901,228 17.4 5.81 .39 23.25 .08 2.71 6.59 17.44
0"to 5-------------------------14,104,611 19.1 9.57 .57 38.99 .14 2.48 14,53 33.11

Sto ------------------------- 5,541,347 7.5 17.14 1.08 61.58 .18 4.51 33.39 65.69
$2 to SSO..."..............-..."- 3.596,348 4.8 29.20 1.67 115.40 ................ 8.34 116.79 199.09
$5o to S1oo .......................... 351,669 .5 71.08 2.84 270.12 -------------- 14.22 227. 47 1, 211.16
SLOO and vr ------------------------- 77, 899 .10 12. 37 12.84 335.11 - 25.67 834.40 11,373.56

1 For calendar year 1970. (1971 data not awilable at time of publication.)



WHAT UNDER SECRETARY COHEN DIDN'T TELL US. APPENDIX E (WHAT IT REALLY MEANS)--Continued

Deductibility of Excess of Additional
Number of Perce-t of Deductibility child and Deductibility standard personal

Adjusted gross returns per returns in ech of medical dependent of casualty deduction Capital gains, exemption
income class (thousands) income class, income class expenses care expense losses over minimum individuals for students

$0to $3 .--------------------------- 18,063.181 24.4 0.28 0.06 ------------------ 0 1.66 0.06
$3 to $5. . . ..------------------------- 10,238,897 13.7 9.77 .68 0.49 .29 5.86 1.66
s5 to $7 ----------------------------- 9,410,802 12.7 21.73 1.28 1.06 1.59 7.44 4.25
7to$10 ............................. - 12,901.228 17.4 25.19 .39 2.33 7.75 11.63 7.83

$10to $15 --------------------------- 14,104,611 19.1 33.32 .21 2.84 29.42 16.31 12.90
$15 to $20 ---------------------------- 5,541,347 7.5 55.95 .18 3.61 20.75 37.90 16.60
$20 to $50 ------------------------ - 3,596,348 4.8 100.10 .28 8.34 13.90 266.94 13.07
$50 to $100 -------------------------- 351,669 .5 255.90 .................. 56.87 5.69 2,616.10 153.54
$100 and ovr------------------------ 77,899 .10 449.29 .................. 128.37 .................. 38,126.29 205.39

t For calender year 1970. (1971 data not available at time of publication.)

Deductibility of
nonbusiness State

Deductibility of and local taxes
contributions to Exclusion of Exclusion of Exemption of (other than on

Adjusted gross income Number of returns Percent of returns educational scholarships and certain veterans' interest on State owner occupied
cls (thousands) per income class t in each income class institutions fellowships benefits and local debt homes)

0 to $3 ------3---------------------------
$3to$5 -------------------------------
$5 to $7 ..................................
$7 to $10 ................................
$10 to $15 -------------------------------
$15 to $20 ------------------------------
$"0to $50 ...............................
$50 to $100 -------------------------------
$100 and over --------------------------

18,063,181
10,238,897
9,410,802

12, 901, 228
14,104,611

5,541.347
3,596,348

351,669
77.899

24.4
13.7
12.7
17.4
19. 1
7.5
4.8
.5
.10

--.---.--.--.------- 0.33
0.29 2.54

.74 2.98
1.55 1.71
4.11 1.06
12.63 1.80

25.02 .83
56.87 ....................
89.86 ...................

' For calendar year 1970. (1971 data not available at time of publication.)

1.66
9.28

11.67
10.08
15.60
12.63
11.40
8.53

12.84

0.28

.39

.71
3.61

27.81
85.30

4,621.31

0.22
5.47
9.35

27.98
54.73

139.33
476.32

2,576.06
11,912.71
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(By direction of the chairman the following statement was made
a part of the printed record:)
STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN LIFE CONVENTION AND THE LYYE INSURANCE Asso-

OIATION OF AMERICA SUBMITTED BY WILLIAM B. HARMAN, JR., ALC, AND KEN-
NETH L. KIMBLE, LIAA

This statement is submitted on behalf of the American Life Convention and
the Life Insurance Association of America, two trade associations w!th a com-
bined membership of 359 life insurance companies which account for about 89
percent of the legal reserve life insurance in force in the United States. Tie
total assets of the life insurance business currently aggregate $230 billion, which
represents a substantial portion of the accumulated private savings of the U.S.
economy. We support Title II of H.R. 16810 which would impose a fixed ceiling
of $250 billion on expenditures and net lending under the Federal budget during
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1973.

A primary concern of the life insurance business is the future course of infla-
tion in our economy. As the trustee of billions of dollars of savings accumulated
through life insurance and pension plans, we have a vital interest in protecting
the purchasing power of these funds. Our concern over inflation is not confined
to price developments during a few months or quarters, but rather to the longer
span of time which is relevant to our policyholders and pension beneficiaries.
Hence, we are deeply concerned over the possibility of a renewal of inflationary
pressures in 1973 and the years beyond.

During the past year, the progress made toward curbing inflationary trends in
the U.S. economy has been most encouraging. The rate of increase in price levels,
measured either by the consumer price index or the deflator for GNP, has moved
substantially below the alarming inflation rates of 1970 and early 1971. It is im-
perative that we preserve these hard-won gains and avoid policies which will lead
to a renewal of demand-pull inflation and a quickening of inflationary expectations
among the public.

In our view, current budgetary developments carry a very strong threat of
renewing inflationary forces in 1973.. During the fiscal year Just ended, Federal
budget outlays aggregated almost $232 billion, while receipts aggregated $209
billion, leaving a budget deficit of $23 billion. In the current fiscal year, it now
appears that Federal budget outlays will approach $260 billion, an increase of $28
billion or 12 percent above fiscal 1972. With budget receipts expected to run $225
billion, the resulting budgetary deficit for fiscal A1973 would total $35 billion unless
corrective action is taken.

In economic terms, the prospect of an expanding Federal deficit cannot be justi-
fied during a period of rapidly expanding business activity. A vigorous and broad-
based expansion of the private economy has been under way for several quarters
and its continuation is assured well into the coming year. In this setting, the rising
trend of Federal spending is on a collision course with the rapid growth of the
private economy and carries a serious threat of renewed pressures of excess de-
mand with Inflationary consequences during 1973.

It Is not too late for public policy to adjust toward a mitigation of this infla-
tionary threat. The proposal for a $250 billion ceiling on Federal spending in fiscal
year 1973 would bring the Federal budget back Into better control and we strongly
support adoption of this measure by the Congress. The clear alternatives to such
a ceiling are an increase in taxes, an increase in prices, or a combination of both.
In the interests of sound and responsible fiscal policy, and to preserve the gains
made in the battle against inflation, we strongly urge the Congress to enact a
spending ceiling of $250 billion for the Federal budget of fiscal 1973.

(Whereupon, at 4:50 p.m., the committee proceeded to an executive
session.)


